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ABSTRACT
Range Beef Cat tle Product i vity in So uthern Utah
by
Mous li m Abdou l aye Maiga, Master of Science
Utah St ate Un ivers ity, 1984
Major Professor: Dr. Paul V. Fonnesbeck
Department : Ani ma l, Dairy and Vet er inary Sc i enc e
Twenty- s i x ra nge beef cattle ranches in so uthe rn Utah were surveyed
by personal interview to obtain prod uct ion data.

The data were used to

c haracterize the lev e l of production ef fici ency in t erms of ca lving
rate, weaning rate, wea ning weight, and ne t weaning' weight in these
operat i ons; and to identify factors associa t ed with differences in
productiv i ty.
Th e data revealed that product i ve ef f icie ncy was genera ll y lower
than t he potential.
Mean ca lving rate of cows exposed for breeding was 83. 4%.

Stepwi se

regression inv o l ving ca lf deat h l osses at or shortly after birth and
heifer rep l aceme nt rate accou nt ed for 98.3% of the variance in ca lving
rate.

Ca l ving rate diff ered {p < .05) with cow condition and herd type.

Cros sbred herds averaged the highest ca l ving rate {90.3.:!:_6.3) compared to
the s t raigh t bred herds (76.1.:!:_9 .9 ).

Mea n weaning rat e wa s 80 .1 %.

Th e

d iff erence of 3.2% between ca l vi ng rate and wea nin g rate reflects
preweaning death losses.

Mean ca l ving date, age of replacement heifer

at first br eedi ng and ca l vin g ass i stance influen ced weaning r at e but

only for 31.5% of the total variance of weaning rate (p

< .25).

Cross-

bred herds had higher weaning rates (86.7!_7 .3) v s. stra i ghtbred herd s
(72.6!_12.5).
higher

Also cows in moderate condition during lactati on had

weaning rates

(83.0!_10.2) compared to cows

in

borderline

condition (76.2!_12.9).
An average weaning weight of 20 1.6 kgs was obtained by the herds
surveyed.
(p

<

Weaning age (p

< .05)

herd size, (p

< .175)

and herd type

.25) were important source of variation in weaning weight.

Mean net weaning weight o f calves (pounds of calf weaned per cow
exposed) was 178 kgs.
(p

Mean calving date and cow condition affected

< .05) net weaning weights.

Crossbred herds averaged net calf

weaning weight 70.1 lb s higher than straightbred herds.
Positive correlations (.18

i

r

i

.32) were observed between cow

condition, range condition, and calving rate, weani~g rat e , weaning
weight and net weaning weight.

Correlations between ca l ving rate,

we aning rate, length of breeding season, nu mber of cows per bull and
heifer replacement were negative (-.25

i

r

i

-.08).

A flowchart of a range beef catt l e production system was
conceptualized.

The chart may be used to examine management

alternatives.
( 11 3 pages)

INTRODUCTION
Ruminants play a special role in convert ing non-competitive feed
sources (e.g., range forages, crop residues) to food and other products
useful to ma n.

The increa sing wor ld population and demand for human

food has focused attention on the opportu nity to increase red meat
production from rangelands efficient ly and economically.
Biological and econom i c efficiency of animal production systems
results from the optimum int eract i ons of th e following factors
(Fitzhugh, 1975):
1) Development and management of plant and animal resources
2) Use of and costs of alternative natural resources
3) Technological advances in processing and preserJation
4) Political decisions on trade and population policy
5) Social influences on taste and preference for foods and
other factors.
A range livestock producer (i.e., cow-ca lf operat or) must dec ide how
to best utilize a given land area in order to max imize profit from
1 ivestock on

a long term.

Such a goal requires a system of forage

product ion, uti 1 ization and 1 iv estock management.

An optimum range

livestock program depends in part upon the quantity, quality, and timing
of forage availabil ity and animal manageme nt .

Its profitability is

dependent upon maximum effic ienc y in production, meaning for a cow-c alf
operation, max imu m pound s of ca lf weaned which in tur n is dependent upon
ca lf crop percentage and weaning weight of calves.

Livestock prices,

and prices of production inputs also determine level of profit.

Vavra and Raleigh (1976) suggested that the conventional systems of
range livestock production in Western United States are based more on
tradition than a planned program des i gned to produce maximum herd
productivity (calf crop) and maximum pounds of beef from the calf crop.
Variation in performance from area to area under different conditions
and with different management systems (Ensminger et al., 1955; Gee,
1978) suggests a need for information about loca l performance when
improvement of production practices are to be undertaken.
Traditionally range livestock operations have been associated with
unsatisfactory level s of production (low-output for the resources
utilized).

Estimates of production efficiency ( ne t calf crop) in the

United States range from 65 to 81% (Be ll ows et al., 1979), revealing an
important problem of the viability of cow-calf operations in a
competitive agr icultural business enviro nment.

Littl e information has

been collected from commercial cow-calf producers in the desert range
area of Utah to quantify herd productivity and factor s affecting it.
Knowledge of factors associated with production efficiency for this area
could help define problems and recommend more appropriate management
practices.
Many important management tools can be used to achieve greater
efficiency from a range live stock operation.

Time of weaning, length of

breeding season, calving time, and supp l ementation on range are some
management factors available to the producer.

Research workers have so

far analyzed on ly parti cular aspects of the com plex bio-economic system
of live stock production.

Livestock producers are actually looking for

assistance in selecting a livestock and forage production syste m that

best helps them t o in crease their returns according to the ava il ab l e
resources.
The range beef cattle production system is composed of environ menta l
{i. e., for age resources), genet i c , a nd managerial factors which a re
inte rrelat ed.

These factors are best studied when they are integ rated.

Systems analysis offers an appropriate framework to study a co mplex
system s uch as a range liv es t ock ope ration.

Joandet and Cartwright

(1975), in reviewing the development of the systems analysi s approach in
beef production, pointed out that mathemat i ca 1 mode 1s representing the
real production system could be used t o examine effects of alternative
pra cti ces or input s on a given objective functi on of livest ock
production under given constraints.
The objectives of the present study were, given the area genera 11 y
known as the Desert Ranges in Sout hern Utah:
1) To describe the leve l of range beef cattle productivity.
2) To identify factors assoc i ated with differenc es in annual herd
productivity in terms of ca lving rate, weaning rate, weaning
weight, and net weanin g weight.
3) Diagram the range beef cattle production system for convenient
assessment of variou s management alternatives.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Range Livestock Production Efficiency
Efficiency is generally defined as the ratio of output to input.

It

can be expressed in many different ways depending on a specific interest
or objective pursued.
There is general agreement that the primary goal of any commercial
operation is to make money.

The objective is to maximize profit and

minimize loss so as to secure an adequate income.

A profitable beef

cattle operation depends mainly on efficiency.

For a cow-calf

operation, production efficiency is measured by total beef sold for the
least cost of available resources: land, labor, capital,, and management.
Therefore, the business of producing calves should be measured in terms
of net calf crop and pounds of calf produced per cow (net weaning
weight).

The income from a cow - calf operation is largely determined by

these two measures of reproductive and production performance.

Net calf

crop or weaning rate is the number of calves weaned as a percentage of
the number of cows in the breeding herd.
reproductive performance of a herd.

It best reflects the

The practice of reporting calf crop

percentages based on calves weaned by pregnant cows or cows that
actually calved is misleading.

This practice can place the percentage

near 100%.
There are a number of factors affecting reproductive performance of
beef cattle.

These include nutrition, breeding, management,

environment, diseases as well as other factors.

Tabl e 1 is a summary of

the relative i mportance of some factors affecting net calf crop in a
disease-free beef herd at the Livestock and Range Research Stat ion at
Miles City, Montana, USA.
This table indicates that net calf crop is about 70%, which is a
typical value for the US beef industry regardless of geographical region
(Dziuk and Bellows, 1983).

Failure of the female to become pregnant

during the breed ing season and calf losses at or shortly after birth are
the most important factors influencing the net calf crop.
Evaluation of production efficiency using both net ca lf cro p and
kilograms of calf weaned per year per cow in the breeding herd i s s hown
in Table 2.

Net weaning weight or pounds of calf produc ed per cow is

the best indication of production efficiency.

To avoid reproductive

management errors a producer must adjust the average weaning weight for
the net ca 1f crop.
Factors Affec ting Production Efficiency
in Range Beef Cattle
Reproductive rate of the cow and the subsequent growth rate of her
calf to weaning, in addition to the overall efficiency of feed utilization, dictate mainly the profitability of a cow-calf operation.
parameters are subject to a wide range of genetic,
environmental, and managerial factors.

These

nutritional,

In the following discussion I am

concerned only with tho se factor s which are,

to a large extent, under

the control of the producer (i.e., breeding, nutrition, and management)
and which are thought to directly affect herd productivity.
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Table 1. Factors affecting net calf crop in a disease-free beef herd
bred by natural service (14-year summary)a
Reduction in
net ca lf crop

Factor

Number of
f emales

Females not pregnant at end
of breeding season

2232

17.4

Perinatal calf deaths

821

6.4

Calf deaths birth to weaning

372

2.9

Calf deaths during gestation

295

2.3

(%)

Total potential ca l ves lost

3720

Net calf crop weaned

9107

71.0

12827

100 . 0

TOTALS
Source:

Bel lows (1979)

alncludes females 14 months to 10 years of age during breeding seasons
of 45 or 60 days duration at Miles City.

Table 2.

Eva lu ation of production efficiencya
Herd
Item

Number of females in breeding herd

29

29

30

Number of ca lves weaned

17

26

29

Net ca lf crop, %b

59

90

97

Ca lf average weaning weight, lbs

507

429

414

Pounds ca l f produced per cowb

297

385

400

8,6 19

11, 154

12, 006

Total l bs calf produced in herdc
Source :

Dziuk and Be ll ows (1983)

aS in gle-sire herds, 60-d ay breeding season , Li vestock and Range Research
Station.
bcalculated using formula s in text.
ccalculated as ca lf average weani ng weig ht x number of ca l ves weaned.

Reproductive Perfo rman ce and
Genetic Factors
An effic i e nt cow, from a producer's point of view, is one that has
fir st- ca lf at ear ly age, begins regular cyclic estrous cyc l ic activity
early to become pregnant 60 to 90 days after ca lvin g (assumi ng good
nut r i t ion and good management are provided), has a l ong productive life,
and weans heavy calves.
Puberty in heifers (and al so in bulls) is influ enced by the breed
and breed ing system.

Crossbreeding has reduced age at puberty, impr oved

reproductive perform ance, and improved overall production efficiency:
greater number of ca l ves weaned and higher weaning weight (Preston and
Willi s, 1974; Reyno ld s et al., 1982).
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Gosey (1979) summarized the results from a crossbreeding experiment
conducted by USDA and Nebraska workers.

The effects of heterosis were

sizable and significant for early postnatal survival, weaning weight,
and weight of calf weaned per cow exposed despite the fact that no
difference was found for calving rate.

Results from other experiments

involving the same breeds and breeding systems have been similar, but
calf crop weaned was greater for crossbred than for straightbred cows
due to higher pregnancy rates and first-service conception rates in the
crossbreds.
Culling and selection are important tools under control of the
livestock manager to change the genetic make-up of his herd.
Heritability of reproductive efficiency {pregnancy rate, calf crop,
calving interval) have been reported to be low (Preston and Willis,
1974).

This indicates that most of the variation is caused by

differences in management, nutrition, herd health, and other
environmental and less factors by additive genetic difference.

However,

there is an indication that certain components of fertility such as age
at puberty and first service conception rate in heifers have higher
heritabilities (Laster et al., 1979) than calf crop, suggesting t hat
selection based on reproduction records can improve reproductive
performance in beef herds.

Calf crop can be improved by rigid culling

to remove open cows and late calvers, and by bull se l ection (use of
bu l ls that meet high specific criteria for testic le size, semen quality,
mating capacity, and physical soundness) (Minish and Fox, 1982).
Nutritional and Management Factors
Available evidence indicates that unsound nutritional management is

9

one of the major causes of low reproductive performance.

Reproduction

diseases, inadequate attention to select ion of breeding stock on the
basis of production records, and poor management also contribute to
lower ed performance.
Nutrition in association with reproduction.

One of the major

constraints of the beef production system is its long cycle.
tion period of a cow averages 283 days (280-285 days).

The gestaIn order to

produce a calf each year, a cow has an average of 82 days (80-85 days)
to repair maternal tissues ( involuti on of uterus), return to estrus , and
become pregnant aga in (Figure 1).

The average post-partum interval to

first estrus is 63 days (Bennett, 1983).

However, the length of this

int erval is great ly influenced by the nutrition of cow, the condition of
the cow at ca lving, and the l evel of energy received after calving
(Wi ltbank, 1967).

The estrous cycle is 21 days for cows (20 days f or

heifers) (Bennett, 1983).
If a cow is to produce a calf every year, which is the most
desirable expecta ncy of a producer, this must be done within the very
tight frame of her reproductive cycle as described above.

Nutrition and

management are two major factors playing an import ant role in the
regularity of this reproductive cyc le.
Nutritional timetable for reproduction.

Corah (1980) defined four

distinct nutritional periods for a beef cow based on what shou ld be her
cond it ion or nutritional status at spec ific times of her reproductive
cyc le (Figure 1).

There is general agreement among researchers that cow

condition, especial ly during the critical nutritional periods, is a
major determinant of her reproductive success.

10

FiRST

TRiMESTER
DA YS 1. 94

Figure 1.

Reproductive cyc le of a cow (adapted from Schoonover , 1980}.
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Nutrition in post - calving peri od.
c a lvin g and conception.

Th i s is the 82-day period between

It is probab l y the most cr i t i ca l nutritional

period in the r eproductive cyc l e o f the cow.

Supporting evidence i s

clear in the data of Wi ltbank et a l. (196 2 , 1964), Dunn et al. (19 64 ),
Bellows (1967), Lamo nd (1970), Kaltenbach (197 3), Whitman (1975), Top ps
(1977) and Bel lows et al. (1979).
its peak.

Durin g this per i od , la cta tion i s at

In additio n to this, involution of the ut erus, recycling, and

rebreeding all must successively occur.

In a spring ca l ving situation,

because the grass is hi gh in moisture early durin g th e growing per iod ,
cows cannot consume e nough dry matter to sat i sfy their ene r gy requirements (Bellows and Th omas, 19 76).

Because the energy r eq uir ements for a

l ac t at ing range beef cow are a lm ost double that of a dry pregnant cow
(NRC, 1 976 ) th e plan e of nutrition must be rais ed by s uppl e mental
f eed in g of high qua 1 i ty roughage, concentrate, or improved past ur es.

If

th e cow i s inadequately f e d during thi s per iod her body condition will
decrease due to the co ntinued mil k production,
co nceptio n r ates,

whil e ca lf gro wth,

and the percen t of the cows cycling during th e

breeding season will be i mpaired (Bel l o ws and Tho mas , 1976).

Pregnanc y

rate was signif ic antly aff ected by the weight change of cows during th e
breeding season (Warnick et al., 1 967).

Burris and Priede (19 58) and

Wiltbank (1970 ) found that cows calving earlier d uring calving s ea so n
h ad hi gher pregnancy rat es than those calving lat er .

This might be a

manifestation of the cow's nutrit i onal status since the breeding season
of early ca l vers was more li kely to coinc id e with the period of optimu m
pasture growth .
Both Wi lt bank (197 8 ) and Topps (1977) concluded that condit ion of
the cow and

whether

she

is

gaining or

l os ing weight

are major

12
determinants of post-partum interva l to estrus.

This view i s supported

by Lamond (1970) , Topps (1976), Frood and Croxto n (197 8 ), and van
Niekerk (1982) who described body condit i on of the cow at breed in g as
one of the more significant factors affect ing the cow ' s abil i ty to
reconceive.
Wiltbank (1978) proposed the use of a system of condition sco ring or
weights at 28- day int erval s in order to plan the nutritional regimen of
a cow herd during late pregnancy and ear l y l ac tation so t hat cows can be
in moderate condition at ca l ving and ha ve limited weight losses dur ing
ear l y lactation.

Table 3 summar i zes the effec t of change in body weight

of beef co ws on ca l ving pe r ce nt age . Ca l vin g r ate in creased with body
weight ga in.

However , overfeeding the co w du ring post-partum period ca n

prese nt some danger.

Arnett and Totusek (1963) found that during

breeding the average nu mber of services per conception ' was higher (1.70)
for cows f ed on high energy d i ets than for cows modera tel y fed (1.43).
But inadequate nutrition such as in dro ught conditio ns, can al so result
in in adequate reproductive performance.

Carroll and Hoerlin (1966) made

observat i ons on drought str icken catt l e in sou thern Co l orado and found
th at conception rates dropped from 87% the previou s year t o 41% during
th e drought and rose to 90% again the following year during which
precipitation was above average.
Because of high l eve l of l actat ion dur ing the post-p artum period,
prote in nutrition has been shown to be especia lly i mporta nt t o the cow
(Bond and Wiltbank, 1970).
In summary, th e leve l of post-partum nu tr ition, parti cu l ar l y ene rgy,
has an i mporta nt bearing upon th e reproductive perfo r ma nce of a beef
cow .

Low 1eve 1s of energy have a negative effect on co ncept i on rates
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Table 3. Change in body weight, as a percentage of initial weight, of
beef cows and their subsequent calving percentage (CP).

Percent body weight
change from peak in
ear ly pregnancy to
post partum

Number
of cows

-28

CP

Number
of cows

CP

0

-24

11

55

-20

13

46

-20

4

25

-16

28

82

-16

6

67

-12

33

82

-1 2

11

64

- 8

32

91

- 8

29

69

36

78

87

90

- 4

23

87

0 & gains up to +8

31

84

Source:

Percent body weight
change from peak in
early pregnancy to
following midmating season

- 4
0 & gains up to ,+20

After Richardson et al. (1976)

and prolong the interval from calving to first estrus, thus, reducing
overall efficiency of the operation.

Cows must maintain good body

condition and avoid excess body weight los s from early lactat ion stress.
Range management that will increase forage quantity and quality early in
the spring shou ld be a major goal to ensure optimum post-partum
reproductive performance and higher ca lf crops.
Nutrition in early pregnancy and lactation period (days 1-125).

The

nutritional needs of the cow start declining during this period (125
days).

Th e cow is st ill lactating and i s in the early stage of

pregnancy.

Assuming she is a spring-ca l ving cow, she should be gaining

weight and building energy reserves (fat) for the winter months.

A low
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quantity and quality diet during thi s period, probably because of poor
range condition and lac k of adequate supplementa ti on, will primarily
affect milk production.
her ca lf.

The result will be reduced weaning weight of

At this early stage of pregnancy, nutritional deficiencies

generally does not have a significant adverse effect on the developing
embryo or fetus (Jainudeen and Hafez, 1980a).
Nutrition in mid-gestation period (days 126-233).

Thi s period (108

days) follows the weaning of the calf after which the pregnant cow must
ma int ain herself and her developing fetus.

The development of the fetus

during the mid-gestation period correspo nds to the differentiation of
tissue rather than f eta l growt h, and consequently, does not require
larg e amounts of

energ~

Accord ingly,

the beef cow's nutritional

requirements are at the lowest level of any stage of the year (NRC,
1976).

Provided the cow ha s been fed adequately during the first two

period s, she can even afford lo osing up to 10-15% of her body weight
(Corah, 19 80).
Nutrition in pre-cal v ing period (days 234-283).

The pre-ca l ving

period (50 days) is the second most important period for the range beef
cow.

Through the last trimest er of gestation, 70-80% of the total fetal

growth occurs (Brody, 194 5) with over one-half of the absolute growth
taking place during the last two months of gestation (Jainudeen and
Hafez, 198Gb) .

At the same time, the cow is preparing for l actation.

Because the fetus is placing the greatest demands on the maternal
system and because the cow must be pr epared for lactation, if she is
poorly fed, maternal body reserves (body condition) will suffer

great l ~

Consequently, this nutritional stress will reduce birth weight of calves
with no change in the degree of ca lving difficulty, reduce subsequent
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milk production, and calf growth after calving (Bellows et al., 1972),
while interval from calving to first estrus (Wiltbank et al., 1962) and
abortion losses (Corah et al., 1975) are increased.

The cow must be fed

to gain weight during this last period of gestation if reproductive
efficiency is to be optimum.
When crossbred cows and heifers bred to a Charolais sire were fed
low or high energy rations (8 or 15 lb TDN) for 90 days prior to
calving, both heifers and cows receiving low energy rations were less
efficient (Table 4).

However,

these data show that reproductive

performan ce of cows exceeded that of heifers in every category.

More

cows were in heat earlier at the beginning of breeding season and had a
higher pregnancy rate than the heifers.

Low levels of energy prior to

calving were more detrimental to heifers than cows.

Table 4.
cows.

Effects of gestation feed level on reproduction in heifers and

Gestation
feed a
Low

High

Sou rce:

Dam

Number

Post-partgm
interval
(days)

Heifer

23

Cow

In heat
by beginning
breeding seasonc

October
pregnancyd

(%)

{%)

100

17

50

26

58

93

83

Heifer

24

77

47

78

Cow

26

60

88

81

After Bellows {1979)

aLow; 8.0 lb TDN; high ; 15.0 lb TDN fed last 90 days gestation.
binterval calving to firt heat.
CJune 15.
dDuring 45-day AI period.
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Results of work by Whitman (1975) involving the study of the
relationship between cow body condition at ca lving and expression of
heat followin g calving show that the likelihood of a cow coming in heat
early in the breeding season is highly dependent on the body condit ion
at calving (Table 5).

Body condition had little effect on likelihood of

pregnancy once the cow

in heat.

1~as

The above work clear l y indicates

that correct management of the pregnant dam, particularly the last 60 to
90 days of gestation, is a critical factor affecting pregnancy rate

during the subsequent breeding

seaso~ .

The degree to cows star t to show estrus and become pregnant after
calving is not only affected by their pre-partum plane of nutrition, but
also by their post-calving feeding level.

Bellows (1965) reported

results of st udies involving four nutritional levels, LL, LH, HL, and HH
(symbols represent winter and post-calving feed levels, respectively)
and concluded that if cows are wintered on a low l evel of feed they must
be assured a high level of feed following calving.

Table 5.

Body condition at calving and likelihood of heat.

Body condition
at calvinga

Source:

Percent of dams in heat by
da~s after calvin9
Number

30 days

60; days

90 days

Thin

317

22

44

69

Moderate

455

24

63

94

Good

131

31

89

100

After Whitman (1975)

aBased on palpable fleshing over back and ribs.
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Similarly, if they are wintered on a good feed level they must a lso
receive adequate feed to ensure optimum reproductive performance (Table
6).

It is interesting to note that the percentage of cows conceiving on
first service was approximately equal for the low-high and high-high fed
levels (65 and 67%) and for the low-low and high-low feed levels (33 and
42%).

The pregnancy rate for the low-high and high-high was equal (95%)

and 20 and 77% for the low-low and high-low feed levels, respectively.
It was concluded that although pre- partum energy has a great effect on
reproductive performance, it is not necessar ily an inde x to subsequent
fertilit y (Preston and Willis, 1974) .

Table 6. Feed level effects on reproductive performance of mature cows
nursing ca lves.

Before
calving

After
calving

Number
cows

Percent co1~s
sho1~i ng heat
after calving
(days)
60

90

Low

18

17

22

High

19

45

85

Low

21

81

86

High

20

80

95

Cows
conceiving
first service

Cows
pregnant

(%)

(%)

33

20

65

95

42

77

67

95

125

low
95
i

High

Source:

100

After Bellows (1965)

aFeed increased in these groups at 90 days, so percentage not
applicable.
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Factors Affect in g Wean ing Weight
Weaning weight is the second most important component of production
effici e ncy.

Combined with ca lf

cro~

under a given carrying capacity,

they l argely determine the annual production of beef and the income that
can be made by the cow-calf operator.
Many factors concur to affect th e weaning weight of beef calves.
These factors include age of ca lf,

sex of cal f,

milk pr oduc in g ability

of dam, age of dam, growth abi 1 ity of the calf, and amount and quality
of availab l e forage.

Of t he se factors, age of calf, mat er na l abi li ty of

mother, and growth ability of the ca lf exert a major in f luen ce on
preweaning average da ily gain of a calf (Butson et al., 1980).
Age of Ca lf
Th at weaning weigh t in creases with weaning age i s se lf evident.
Mi nyard and Dinkel (1965) studied the weaning records of 235 1 pur ebred
Hereford and Angus ca l ves to eva lu ate the influence of age of ca l f , sex
of ca lf , and age of dam on ca lf weaning weight.

Th ey found that age of

calf at weaning has a highly sig nifi can t influen ce on weaning weight .
The lin ear regress ion coefficient of weight (kg) on age (days) was 0.54
which compares with 0.63 (Koger and Kno x,
Whatley,

1945), 0.65 (Botkin and

1953) , 0.68 (Cunnin gham and Henderson, Ei65) , and 0.66 (Butson

et a l. , 1980).
Johnson and Din ke l (1951) found that the growth rat e of ca lve s on
range was pract i ca lly linear from
progre s sively decreasing thereafter.

birth to 155 days

of

age,

Thu s , it is to be ex pec t ed that

age of ca l f at weaning i s 1 arge l y dependent up on date of birth and/or
date of weaning.

There is genera l agreement that ca lv es born ear ly in
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the calving season have higher weaning weights than those born later,
even though weights are corrected to the same day of age.

Brownson

(1974) found that 0.694 kg of weaning weight was lost per day of late
birth.

Based on a 21 day estrus cycle, this can amount to a substantial

loss in weaning weight for each estrus period in which a cow does not
conceive.

Hence, after the establishment of an opportune calving time

and feasible breeding season, a uniform calving period can be very
important in increasing average weaning weight even though it may not be
economical to calve earlier each year.

Burris and Priode (1958) showed

that cows which calve earlier one year tend to calve earlier the next
year.
Despite its marked influence on weaning weight, Buston et al. (1980)
showed that the average age of calves at weaning can only be effectively
increased by either prolonging the preweaning period or by reducing the
calving interval.

Optimum weaning time would be determined by grazing

conditions, potential harmful effects on cow condition, subsequent
reproduction,

and wintering costs.

Bailey et al.

(1975) reported that

calves weaned at 10 months of age were heavier than those weaned at 8
months, but that l i vewei ght gains would be largely affected by grazing
conditions and stocking rates.
Consequently,
conditions.

calving date should fit well whh feed and climatic

Stenquist and Bennett (1982) reported that calving about

three weeks prior to range readiness for grazing has proven to be satisfactory for many ranching conditions of Utah.

By range readiness,

the

grass is abundant and the digestive system of the calf is developed
enough to handle greater amounts of milk without digestive disturbances
and soon after, to utilize forage efficiently.

Dunn (1975) reported

.

·•
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that 70% of the top one-third of a calf crop born in the first 20 days
of a 60-day calving sea s on had an average daily gain of 1.68 pounds
compared to 1.28 pounds per day for late calv e s in the bottom one-third.
Maternal Ability of Mother
Dam's milk production has been shown to exert a major influence on
preweaning performance of range beef calves.

Rutledge et al. (lgll)

determined that 60% of the variation in weaning weight of calves at the
same age is due to milk yield of the dam.

Similar results have been

reported by Neville (1962), Gleddie and Berg (1968), and Drewry et al.
(1959).

Koch (1972) calculated coefficients of correlation values

ranging from 0.5 to 0. 8 for average milk weight with weaning weight .
However, the above simple correlations between weaning weight and daily
milk yields are only moderately high suggesting that f .actors other than
milk yield account for additional variation in weaning weight (Jeffery
and Berg, 1971).

The averag e daily milk production during lactation for

a beef cow in the USA is 12 pounds with a conversion of 1 pound of calf
gain per 10 pounds of milk (Minish and Fox, 1982).

There is indication

that increased milk yields and weaning weights are strongly related to
poor reproduction performance.

An Oklahoma State University study

reported by Minish and Fox (1982) showed that ~ereford x Holstein,
Holstein and Hereford cows yielding respectively 21, 28 and 14 pounds of
milk daily were respectively rebred at 76.5, 94.5, and 75 days postpartum.

This demonstrated a net advantage to the

lo1~er

milk yielding

type of breed.
It is to be expected that the plane of nutrition of the da m affects
milk pr odu ction and consequently weaning weight.

The genetic potential
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for milk production has to be balanced with feed conditions s ince the
genetic potential can only be fully expressed when feed conditions are
not limiting.

Bond et a l. (1964) compar i ng different energy and protein

levels after ca l ving found that on l y energy had a significant effect on
milk yield.

However, Furr and Nelson (1964) in a study of different

levels of protein supplementation given on range found that the poorest
ca l f yields were with low protein diets.
Just as underfeeding results in thin cows, overfeeding wi ll in turn
produce fat cows,

and both are detrimental to milk production.

Bond

and Wiltbank (1970) observed that both underfed a nd overfed heifers
produ ce less milk than properly fed heifers.
Works by Koch (1972), Hohenboken et al. (197 3), and Butson et al.
I

(1980) showed low and inverse correlation of average daily gain in cows
from ca lving to weaning with milk y i e ld and weaning weight.

Th ey

suggested that cow weight gain during l actat i on may be at the expense of
mi l k production.

Morris and Wilton (1976) a l so suggested that heavier

we an in g we igh ts were obtained from cows th at l os t more body weight
during l actation.
Growth Abil it y of the Ca lf
Because of

its high associ at ion with economy of gain and its

re lati on to fixed costs (veterinary, grazing fees, and lab or which tend
to be on a per head basis), the inh erent growth ability of the calf i s
of major concern to th e beef producer.

Assum ing mi lk production is

adequate, calves of high growth abi l ity wil l have lar ge wean in g weights.
To produce efficien tl y , milk production or other production co nditi ons,
must c l ose l y match growth rate of the catt l e.

If for in stance milk
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produ ction is large and growth ability of the calf is low or moderate,
there will be a wastage of resources (milk) in that the calf will tend
to fatten excessively and this becomes an economic loss s ince it costs
more to put fat on a calf with its mother's milk than to feed the calf
directly with concentrates.
Table 7 prepared by Ritchie (1983), presents examples of the match
between feed resources and breed types (size).

As feed becomes more

limiting, one should use breeds with les s size and less milk.

Table 7.

Examples of matching size and milk to feed resources.

Feed resources

Example

Abundant:

Holstein- Simmental cow x Charolais bull

Moderate:

Angus - Simmental cow

Limited:

Shorthorn -Hereford cow X Limou s in bull

Sparse:

Brahman -Angu s cow x Hereford bull

Source:

x

Gelbvieh bull

Ritchie (1983)

Some Management Systems for Beef Breeding Herds
Management of Replacement Heifers
The selection of replacement heifers is an important aspect of a
cow-calf operation in order to maintain or develop ' a productive herd of
brood cows.

In most areas of the USA, replacement heifers are bred as

yearling to calve at age two, or bred at two to calve at age three.
former situation is the one used most currently.
conceive at 14 to 16 months of age.

The

Thus, heifers must

By conceiving early in their first
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breeding season, heifers have a greater probability of weaning more and
heavier calves during their lif etime (Lesmeister et al.,
Reaching puberty is an important management goal.

1973).

A sound nutrition

program is the key to getting the heifer mature early.
The data of Short and Bellows (1971) in Table 8 indicate that
raising the plane of nutrition accelerates puberty and increases
fertility.

These data show that 20% of the heifers wintered at the low

rate of ga in failed to come in heat during the 60 day breeding season,
and only 30% of the heifers from the low feed level conceived during the
first 20-d ay period compared to 62 and 60% for heifers from the moderate
and high groups.

These results mean that a management decision has to

be made regarding the feed level for the replacement heifer to provide
her with adequate supply of all the nutrients for growth and development
without excessive feeding which could have a detri~ental effect on
fertility and milk product ion as indicated by Arnett et al. (1971).
Short and Be ll ows data supported ear li er work of Joubert (1954), and
Wi ltbank et al. (1957) that restricted feeding of heifers reduced the
rate of gain from weaning unti 1 puberty and delayed the onset of estrus
or age at first estrus.
The effects of early ca l ving of heifers on their future reproductive
performanc e and pounds of calves produced have beeh studied by Colorado
State University researchers (Spitzer et al., 1975) .

Their results

indicat e that by breeding yearling heifers 20 days earlier than the
mature cows and also using estrous synchronization, more female s
exhibited estrus and became pregnant early in the breeding season,
resulting in an increase in weaning weights since the calves were ol der
and therefore heavier at weaning.
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Table 8 .

Feed effects on puberty and reproduction in heifers.
Winter gain group
Item

Number head

Low
30

Weight gains, kg/day:
Winter
Summer
Puberty age, days a

Moderate

30

29
.27
.59

High

.45
. 54

.68
.41

433

411

388

Percentage bred and conceived:
First 20 day breeding season
Second 20 day breeding season
Third 20 day breeding seaso n

30
10
10

62
21
3

60
20
7

Not bred

20

3

0

October pregnancy, %a

60

86

87

Source:
ap<. 01.

After Short and Bellows {1971)
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Wiltbank (1970) has a l s o suggested that breeding repla ceme nt heif e rs
20 days ea rlier than the cow herd would increase the pregnancy rate of
the young female when rebred the second consecut i ve year.

Because ear l y

breeding occurs at a time when pastures are not fully ava il ab l e to meet
the growth and lactation requirements of the dam, provision must be
planned to meet nutrient requ irements.
In developing replacement heifers,

Lamond (1970) s uggested the use

of the target-weight concept to assure adequate nutrition t o reach a
given body weight since there is a close relationship between puberty
and body weight.

For a manager to plan a winter and spr ing feeding

program for rep l acement heifers, several co n s i derat i ons must be set
forward inclu ding heifer weight at weaning,
breeding,

number of days until

recommended weight of th e particular type of heif er at

breeding (target weight),

average daily ga in needed to reach the

recomm e nd ed breeding weight, and avai l ab l e feed resource.
Tabl e 9 g i ves expected rates of ga in from weaning to breeding for
hei f ers weighing 225 kg at weaning.

Heif e r s must gain at these rates

from weaning to breeding in order to reach the de s ir ed target weight
(340 kg) ass uming that the bree din g season will begin in 206 days.

Th e

total gain i s 115 kg.
Bu ll Management
Se l ect ion and management of bull s is one of the first factors t o
consider if a rancher is seek ing for a large percentage of hi s cows t o
calve and raise calves.

Sin ce 93% of beef females in the United States

are bred by natural serv i ce (Dziuk and Be llows, l983), optimum sperm
production and

libid o in the bull

are cr iticall y i mpor tant to a
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Table 9. Target weight co ncept and average daily ga in s (ADG) for
developing replacement heifers in which the tar get weight is 340
kilogr amsa .
Time
Wint er (166 days)
Nov. 1 to Apr. 15

~eriod

Spring {40 days)
Apr. 16 to May 25

November 1
weaning weight
(kg)

ADG
(kg)

Total
gain
(kg)

End winter
weight
(kg)

225

.32

53

278

62

1.6

.45

75

300

40

1.0

.68

113

338

Source:

Total gain
requir ed
(kg)

ADG
requir ed
(kg)

. 05

After Dziuk and Bellows (1983)

aExample is for one average weaning weight and target we ight. Values
can be modified and appropriate values ca lculated for a,ny combination of
weaning and target breeding weights.

successful mating (Chenoweth, 1981).

However, Smith et al. {1981) did

not find a significant correlation between pregnancy rates produced by
individual bulls and the breeding soundness examination (BSE) scores or
with the individual components of the BSE (sperm quality and production,
scrotal circumference, 1 ibid o, structural soundnes s of feet, leg s ,
etc.).

Que st ions have been raised about the accuracy of prediction of

the f e rtility of indi vidu a l bulls by the methods of assessing semen
quality and production, scrota l circumf ere nce, and 1ibido (Coulter et
al., 1975 and Blackey, 1976, cited by Dziuk and Bellows, 1983 ).
The bull s must be properly fed to maintain proper condition and
hence to ensu re adequate sperm produ ction and libido. Pregnancy rate
can be af f ec t ed by some pathogenic co nditi ons of the bull including
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sem inal vesiculitis, injuries, and various physical unsoundnesses which
can have a marked effect on semen quality, libido, and stamina of the
bull.
The age, health, the nutrition a 1 status of the bull, and the manner
in which the cows are handled determine the number of cows that will be
successfully bred by a single bull during ' a short breeding season (40-60
days) (Neumann, 1977).

A yearling bull can be used successfully for

breeding 20 or 30 cows (Corah et al., 197 8; cited by Corah {1980).
On the range, one bull of the desirable size and conformation should
be run to every 25 breeding cows (Albaugh et al., 19 80) .

In addition,

more bulls should be provided in relation to the number of cows as herd
size is increas ed

an ~

also under conditions of extremely rough and

brushy range because of tendency of large herd to break up into small
groups of 10 to 20 cows each.

Neumann {1977) indicated that having more

than 25 cows per bull resulted in longer calving period if the bulls are
left with the herd until all the cows are settled.

However removing the

bulls earlier might increase the number of cows not served and
con seq uently the number of cows open at weaning time.
Some Management Methods for Improving
Herd Fertility and Production Effici ency
Obviously range beef herd fertility can be improved by ensuring that
the stock have sufficient water and feed to carry them through the dry
season (or winter) and that enough bulls are available.

Various mana ge-

ment methods are used to improve breeding efficiency and maximizing beef
production fro m the range cattle operation.

These are: range supple-

mentation, early weaning, pregn ancy diagnosis, tim e of calving, length
of breeding season, and manipulation of grazing management.
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Supplementation of range livestock.

The nutritive value and dry

matter availability of forage resource are c lo se l y related to animal
product ion efficiency.

In the early part of the growing season range

forage is high in nutrient quality, and•anima l production is limited
mostly by the amount of dry matter consumed.

As th e season progresses,

forage quality declines to a point where nutrient deficiencies may be
expected; thus, limitin g animal production.
The decision of an operator to supplement his herd depends on many
cond iti ons.

In developing a supplementation program, he must first

define his production objectives,

est i mate or determine the amount of

nutrients the grazing animal gets from the forage and then determine the
amount of supplement needed to obtain the desired results.
Supplementation of range beef cattle is fairly well documented (van
Niekerk, 1974; Ralphs, 1977; Kathman, 1980).

Even though supp l ementa-

tion (particularly protein) reduces dry seaso n weight l oss and somet im es
helps sustain maintenance requirements,

its most important outcome has

been the considerable improvements in ca lving and recalving percentages
(Ward, 1968; Ra lphs, 1977).

However in supp le me nting, the operator must

be sure that he is providing the right nutrient or combination of
nutri ents; mistakes can result in inefficient use of costly s upplem ent
and even decrease produ ct ion.

Knox and Watkins (1958) reported that in

norma l years, supp leme nt s (energy feeds) did not increase production in
mature cows;

however,

supplementat i on.

growing animals (heifers) did benefit from

Bellows and Thomas .( 1976) showed that a high energy

supplement (grain) in good forage years decreased conception rates.
This appeared to be due to the fact that grain supplement acted as a
substitute rather than a supp l ement for the forage.
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Breeding Season
Duration of breeding season is one of the management too l s that can
provide for a " strateg i c " use of forage reso urce, weather condit i ons ,
markets , a nd consequently, calving and weaning approach.

Breed in g

seaso n l engths vary from 26 to 365 days (Dziuk and Bellows, 1983).
genera l,

maintaining s hort breeding seaso ns has been found

In

more

advantageous to ranch er s und er in tensive management co nditi ons.
Sprott and Wi lt bank, cited by Dziuk and Be ll ows (1983), found that
extending the breedin g season from 60 days to 120 days resu lt ed in a 10
percent increase in number of cows pregnant.

It is suggested that

unless the breeding season does n ot exceed 60 days,
breeding of herd can be obtained.

no e ffi c i ent

They a l so found that pregnancy rate

was only s lightly incr eased (2%) by breeding for 180 days.

Assuming a

co n stan t ca lf weaning we i g ht and date, Pope (1972) ~a l cu l ated that
delay of 30 days in the average conception da t e of a beef herd resulted
in a reduction of 10% in the calf crop percentage.

Wil tba nk (1970)

suggested breeding seasons not exceed 60 days to avoid pr o l onged
breeding and ca l v in g periods which perpetuate po or
performance.

reproductive

However, th ese figures have a pplication in well-managed

herds through use of cont rol of estrus .
Und e r ranci1ing conditi ons on the African continent, Van Marle (1978 )
f oun d that where controlled breeding seasons (90 days) were pr ac ticed,
t he ca l v ing rate was 13% higher than in cases with o pen year ro und
breeding.

The total crop wa s heavier and broug ht high er prices per kg

li ve mass and per calf.

Regular contro l of diseases and parasites and

proper nu t ri tio n of cows at c riti cal reproduction and produ ct i on pha ses
a r e responsible for this advantage .
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In order to conceive within a 1imited time, the cows must receive
all the nutrients they require during lactation, growth, and reproduction.

The actual dates and l eng th of the breeding season are

determined by the conditions in different ecological areas.

On an

extensive range operation, probab l y a short breeding season i s of
limit ed use because gathering the bulls may be difficult.

The beef herd

manager must determine the season of breeding; thus, the calving time,
ie., spring or fall or spring and fall.

Calving should be timed so that

the ca lf is old enough to utilize forage when peak produ ct ion and
quality occur.
To secure large calves at weaning time, cows are bred in December
through February in some southwestern United States range operations and
lat er in

~lay

through July in the mountain areas.

Sti ll in the mountain

areas cattlemen may consider ca l ving half their cows in the fall and the
others in the spring.

Fall calves will utilize spring and summer range

more efficiently because they are older.
Range Condition and Livestock Prod uct ion
Animal production (gai n per animal or pounds of calf sold per cow)
i s directly related to qua lit y and quantity of forage eaten assuming
other factors (genetic potential, l eve l of an imal manageme nt) to be
constant. It is frequently believed that ranges in poor condition
produc e poorer anima l gains than ranges in good condition.

However,

there is little evidence documenting that animal production is reduced
under low range condition.

Malechek (1982) indicated that the

fundamental problem is that virtually all long-term grazing experiments
hav e confounded the effects of range condition and stocking rate on
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ani mal production.

Consequently, it is thought that "heavy" grazing

soon leads to or maintains

low range condition while "light" or

"moderate" grazing leads to or maintains higher range condition.
Lewis et al. (1975) in a review of a grazing study that had been
underway at Cottonwood, South Dakota, since 1942, tried to determine
whether animal production is a reflection of differences in range
condition or differences in stocking rates or both.

Table 10 is a

summary of the results of 1970-1974 period during which stocking rates
were adjusted with put-and-take animals to make full use of forage
produced on fair, good, and excellent condition ranges without changing
the condition class.

Excellent range condition produced more animal

gain (both on a per-animal and a per-acre basis) than did fair condition
range.

McAfee et al.

(1975) also found in eastern Wyoming that

excellent condition range produced twice as much beef 'as fair condition
range.

Even though these findings support the conventional logic that

high condition ranges yield more animal production than do low condition
ranges, Stoddart et al. (1975) stated that livestock production is not a
good indicator of range health, particularly under rangeland situation.
It may happen that range condition starts deteriorating long before
1ivestock product ion decreases.
Few data are available comparing the effects of range condition on
reproductive performance of beef cows.

Houston and Woodward (1966) in

an eight year (1950-1957) grazing study at the US Range Livestock
Experiment Station, Miles City, Montana, found that the birth weight of
calves, rate of gain, weaning weight, calf weaning grade, and cow
fertility were significantly reduced by he avy stocking, assuming a
parall e l between range condition and stocking rate.

Heitschmidt et al.
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(1982 ) reported reduced conception rates and lower s urviv ab ility of
calve s between birth and weaning at he avy grazing rates du e t o poor
nutrition on low quality forage.

Table 10. Animal production on ranges in three different range
condition classes at Cottonwood Research Station, South Dakota, during
1970-74.
Animal gain
Stoc ki ng rate
(AUM/ ac re)

Per head
( lb / day)

Per acre
( lb/ acre)

Fair

0.41

1.40

24.8

Fu 11

Good

0.35

1.62

24.5

Moderat e+

Excellent

0.41

1.60

27.7

Moderat e+

Range Co ndit ion

Source:

After Lewis et al. ( 1975)

Degree of
f orage use
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METHODOLOGY
Description of Range Livestock Operations
in Southern Utah
Cow-calf operations make up a lmo st the entire beef industry of
southern Utah.

Some operators a l so run some sheep (ewe-lamb) at the

same ti me particularly in the southwestern area.
r~ost

of these operations subsist on open range all year long.

They

are managed so that they can utilize the various ranges and adapt to
cl i ma tic cond iti ons.

In the summer , cattje and sheep graze on the

ranges of the higher elevations from approximately June to October 15.
The anima ls graze on winter ranges from November to March.
operators feed meadow hay in the winter.
li vestock to spring ranges where ca lving,

They

branding,

the~

Some

trail or truck

and breeding occur.

This pattern of movement is usually followed especially by the lar ger
ranches while the sma ll size cow - ca lf enterprises tend to be maintained
on the farms even though many operators (small or large) have a base
farm.

In the valley farms, more intensive use is made of pastures some

of which are irrigat ed, ferti 1 ized, and well-managed so that better
management of breeding, feeding, and ca lving operations are possible.
Spring calving is typical of the cow-calf operations in souther n
Utah.

The calves born in the spring stay with the mother cows through

the summer, some moving into the mountains during this period to be
weaned in the fall.
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Survey Methodology
The data presented

in this

study were collected by personal

intervi ew with 26 operators of beef catt l e ranches (cow-calf) in th e
c ou nties of San Juan, Beaver, Garfield, Iron, and Washington during the
months of June and July, 1983.

A detailed questionnaire form {Appendix

B) with cover page explaining the purpose of the study wa s submitted to
each rancher for about one day for review in order to be prepared for
the interview the next day.

The interview was supported wherever

possibl e by information from their memoranda or records but usually only
the rancher's own estimates were available.

Information was ava il able

only from those ranchers who agreed to coopera te in the description of
their operations and their management practices.
Selection of cooperative ranchers was done in
li vestock

extens ion specia li s t

eac~

on the basis of their ability to

cooperat e and representation of lo cal cow-calf operation.
agent

county by local

Th e extension

was responsible for contacting the ranchers and arranging

interview t ime s and dates.

It was found that spending at l east one day

with an operator was more profitable than just trying to fill in th e
questionnaire form as soon as possible.

One day, or in some cases 3

days, were enoug h to cover all the important phases of herd and ranch
management in detail.

Also, in most cases, more time than just a few

hours was needed to gain the operator's confidence.
Ranchers were requested to give information about their cow herd
(average number of brood cows, bulls, yearling replacement heifers,
replacement heifer calves in the herd on January 1, bull to cow ratio,
heifer replacement rate, nu mber of calves born and weaned, death lo ss)
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livestock sa l es, the forage sources of the operation (federal and state
grazing permits, crop 1and, owned rang e 1and and pasture, l eased private
rangeland,

winter feeding),

cash operating expenses,

and various

management practices (breeding program, breeding season , replacement
practice s, type of herd, feeding program, health program, et<:.).
Herd type (seedstock; straightbred; commercial calves, crossbred
commercial ca lves; straightbred and crossbred commercial calves and
seedstock; s traightbred and crossbre d commercial calves) was reported by
each rancher.

The above herd types were r es pectively coded 1 to 5.

Range co nditions during the breeding season and lactation were
reported us in g categorie s of excellent, good, fair, and poor while
categories of good, moderate, borderline, and thin (Burrell, 1983) were
used to report cow body condition at the beginning of breeding, during
lactation and at calving.

They were coded

respectivel~

as

~

3, 2, and

1.
The eva luation of r eproduc tive perf ormanc e was made from the number
of femal es summered or exposed for breeding, number of calves born, calf
death lo sses percent (perinatal including cows not pregnant and aborting
and from birth to weaning), and number of calves we aned .

Calving rate

was defined as the number of calves born alive as a percentage of
breeding cows and heifers exposed for breeding.

Weaning rate was the

number of ca 1ve s 1veaned as a percentage of breeding cows and heif e rs
exposed.

Number of females assisted as a percentage of fe ma les calving

were calculated to describe calving difficulty in the herd.
season was divided into four categories (February,

March,

categorize spr ing calving and then later calving).

Calving

and Apri 1 to

These categories
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were averaged to find an unweighted mean calving season l ength for each
herd.
Average weaning weight and average weaning age were reported but
unfortunately there was no possibility to report them by sex of calves
(heifer, steer, or bull).

The average weaning age was adjusted for

calving month by summing the percentage of calves born per calving month
times the number of calves weaned and the age (in months) of calves at
weaning.

Net weaning weight was calculated by multiplying the nu mber of

calves weaned by the unadjusted average weaning weight of the herd and
dividing this product by the number of fe ma les summered (exposed).
Questio ns regarding some herd management practices were asked to
check for focus on reprodu ct ion and care for anima1 nutrition.

Th ese

wer e winter feeding of old cows and heifers pregnant with first calf,
development of replacement heifers, seme n evaluation of bulls prior to
breeding, evaluation of pregnancy status of females, range development
and improvement, individual cow and calf identification.

Responses to

these questions were summarized in addition to the results of the beef
reproduction questionnaire conducted by the Integrated Reproductive
Management (IRM) Project for Beef Cattle of Utah State University
(Anonymous, 1982).
Of course, much of the data obtained in this study are subjective by
nature because they are based on opinions and observations of the ranch
operators interviewed and of the author.
Statistical Analysis
The purpose was to examine some management factor s affecting
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reproductive and growth performance in order to define major constraints
on herd productivity.
The statistical procedure included descriptive statistics
(arithmetic means,

standard error) for traits in the herds represented

in the survey, means and standard errors for reproductive rates and
growth traits by cow condition, herd type, and range condition.
The Least Significant Difference (LSD) procedure (Steel and Torrie
1980) was used

to test differences between individual means when

significant differences were established by analysis of variance.
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSX) multiple regression
progra m wa s used to evaluate the influence of independent variables upon
dependent variables (calving rate, weaning rate, weaning weight, and net
weaning weight).

Different models have been developed for each

dependent variable.
In model I (calving rate), l ength of breeding season, cow:bull
ratio, number of cows exposed (summered), and calf death losses at or
short 1y after birth {24 hours) were inc 1uded as continuous independent
variables and cow condition, range condition (at breeding) and herd type
as discrete variables.
Model II (weaning rate) was simi lar to Model I but included ca l ving
date, assistance l eve l (number of assists as a percentage of females
calving), and calf death losses from birth to weaning as continuous
variables.
Model III for analysis of weaning weight included average weaning
age, average ca l ving date, and number of cows exposed as continuous
independent

variab l es,

range condition and cow condition during

lactation, and herd type as discrete variables.
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In Model IV (net weaning weight) mean weaning age was dropped from
Model II I.
Stepwise multiple regression was used to delete those independent
variables in all models which were not important sources of variation.
Each dependent variable was analyzed separately.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Descriptive statistics for various traits of the herds covered in
the survey are summarized in Table 11.
given in Appendix A, Table 24.

More detailed information is

Herd size varied from 42 to 1200 head.

Most of the herds tended to be of medium s ize 200-300 head {Appendix A,
Table 25).

Breeding season length averaged 163 days and ranged from 60

days to 365 days {year l ong) .
part-time operators .

Yearlong breeding was mainly practiced by

However, the decision about the system of breeding

(yea rlon g vs restricted season of 3 to 4 months) depends on individual
ranch problems and the managerial abilities of the owner.
Mean calving rate was 83.4% with 73% of ranchers reporting les s than
90% calving {Appendix A, Table 26).

Mean weaning rate; average weaning

weight, and net weaning weight were respe c tively 80.2%, 20 1.6 kg, and
178 kg.

More than 45% of ranchers reported less than 80% weaning rate

(Appen dix A, Table 27) while about 30% and 40% of them had weaning
weight s and net weaning weights, respectively, less than 181.8 kg and
350 lbs {Appendix A, Tabl es 28 and 29).

Yearlong breeding produced a

slightly higher {84.3%) calving rate compared to restricted breeding
season (82.4%).

Yearlong breeding should result in a higher calving

rate since this system results in greater use of the bull and less delay
in the first breeding of the he ifer s provided they are sufficiently
mature.

Weaning rate, av erage weaning weight, and weaning age were

significantly higher given a set weaning date, under restricted breeding
season.

They were respectively 8% , 30.4 kg and 46 days higher than

under yearlong breeding.

Yearlong breeding is often without order and
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Table 11. Descriptive statistics for traits under considerat ion in the
herds represented in the surveya
Trait

Mean

SE

Herd size ( head)

335.0

268.3

Breeding season length (days)

163.3

82.9

Replacement rate (%)

16.5

4.0

Number of cows per bull

25.0

5.9

4.1

4.1

107.3

20.9

Calving rate (%)

83.4

10.7

Weaning rate (%)

80.2

11.7

Weaning age (days)

222.5

36.2

Weaning weight (kg)

201.6

27.2

Net weaning weight (kg)

178.0

31.6

Obstetrical ass istan ce level (%)
t~ean

calving date (days)

aThe number of herds represented in the survey is equal to 26.

regularity.

Yearlong breeding was practiced mainly in some open range

operations in extreme southern Utah.

A shorter breeding season produces

more uniform ca lv es , improves general management practices (branding,
dehorning, castration, vaccination, etc.), and facilitates marketing of
ca l ves .
Table 12 summarizes the responses to questions regarding some
selected herd management practices.

It includes al so some results

reported by the Integrated Reproductive Management (IRM) Project for
Beef Catt le/Utah State University (Anonymous, 1982).
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Table 12. Selected management practices used in the herds represented
in the survey
Practice

Percentagea

Winter feeding:
Old cows

50.00

Breeding heifers

50.31

Bulls

42.30

Pregnancy diagnosis

47.72

Fertility test ing of bulls prior to breeding (yearly)

38.46

Individual ident ificati on of cowsb

55.20

Breeding heifer to bull on calv ing ease basis

70.20

Breeding heifer at a target weight (actual weight)

5.80

Se l ect ion of replacement heifers on basis ofb:
Appearance

25 .90

Individual weight and appearance

51.90

Performance record and appearance

14 .80

Pedigree and appearance

7.40

Breed ing of heifer earlier than the cow herdb

38.60

Written vaccination scheduleb

33.90

Utilize artificial inseminationb

35.10

3

Proportion of respondents in the herds surveyed.

bResults of the beef cattle survey conducted by the Cooperative
Extension Serv ice/Utah State Un iversi ty (Anonymous, 1982).
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Overall, these data show that no strong focus i s put on reprodu c tion
and gen e tic improvement.

Less than 35 % of the ranchers use crossbred

anima l s (Appendix A, Table 30).

Only 50% of the operators practice

supplemental winter feeding of cows (50%) and breeding heifers (55.31%)
while few test bulls for fertility prior to breeding on a yearly basis.
Few ranchers (15%) se l ect their replacement heifer s on a performance
record basis while only 6% breed heifers at a target weig ht (var i able
from breed to breed).

General management practices ( i dentification,

scheduled vaccinat i on, etc.) receive on l y slight attent i on .

Less than

50% of the operators reported pregnancy checki n g of females.
Frequencies of ranchers reporti ng condition of their cows and range at
breeding, calving, and during lactation are shown in Appendix A, Tables
31 to 35.

Fifty seven percent and 65%, respectively, reported their

cows in moderate cond iti on at ca lvin g a nd breeding ' (and l actat i on).
S i xty to 80% reported the cond i tion of their ranges in poor to fair
condit i on at breed in g and during lactation.

The se results emphasize the

findings of other s i milar reports (Anonymous, 1982; Dooley et a l., 1982)
that much of the inf ormat i on currently avai labl e on beef catt l e
management a nd newer technology i s not being implemented on western
ranches.

This situation exp l a in s the actua l reproductive in eff i c i e nc y

which i s cons id ere d to be the major probl em limitin g produ ction in the
western beef catt 1e indu stry.
Ca l ving Rate
The mean calving rate was 83.4% which is an indication of r e l ative l y
l ow fertility in the herds surveyed.

The suggested regression e qu at i ons
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for predicting of calving rates are given in Table 13 (equation 1a, 1b,
1c).

If calf death rate at or short ly after birth (CDRB, %), and the

proportion of breeding heifers (heifer-replacement rate HR, %) are
included in the calving rate model, these two accounted for 98.3% of the
calving rate variance (p < .05).
The calf death rate at or shortly after birth in the herds surveyed
was 16.7% and varied from 2 to 30% (Appendix A, Table 24).

There is no

doubt that this measure of reproductive inefficiency is the most costly
obstacle to efficient calf production.
Even though the causes of subopt imum reproduction are incompletely
understood, there is indi cation based on data from a number of research
herds (Gerrits et al., 1979) that post-partum anestrus, failure to
concieve, and high calf death los ses within 36 hours of birth due to
dyst oc ia and other unknown causes are of major impdrtan ce .

In some

situations, delayed puberty of heifer s and inadequate libido of bulls
are i mportant factors too.
these factors.

Unfortunately, no data were taken about

However, as show n in Table 12, the proportion of the

ranchers reporting bull management (fertility testing prior to breeding)
and replacement heifer management was relatively small.

Less than 40%

checked for bull fertility on a yearly basis and about 50% gave
particular attention to heifer development.

In addition, less than 50%

of the herders reported using pregnancy testing.
The estimated regression fun ct ion indicated that mean calving rate
was expected to decrease by .17% when heifer replacement rate increased
by 1% holding calf dea th rate at or shortly after birth constant.
Average replacement rate was 16.5% and ranged from 7 to 24% (Appendix A,
Table 24).

Table 13.

Regression equations to estimate herd productivity
Equationa

1.

2.

a.
b.

Y ; 104.3 - .983(CDRB%) - .064(HR%)
Y ; 74.2 + .328(RCBR)

.98
.11

1.5
10.3

c.

Y ; 61.9 + .325(RCBR) - .462(CBR) + .307(ARPBR) + .310 (CCALV)

.33

9.5

Y ; 100.6 - .869(CDRB%) - .174(CLRW%)
Y ; 91.0 - .788(CDATE) + .637( ARPBR)

.98
.30

1.6
10.2

Y ; 99.9- .905(CDATE) + .655(ARPBR) - 2.52(ASLEV)

.35

10.0

Weaning rate (%)

Weaning weight (kg)
a.
b.
c.

4.

Rsob

Calving rate (%)

a.
b.
c.
3.

R2

Y; 47.3S + .668(WEAGE)
Y ; 50.9 + .696(WEAGE) - .292(HERDSIZE)
Y ; 50.9 + .696(WEAGE) - .264(HERDSIZE) - .172(HERDTYPE)

.45
.53
.56

20.6
19.4
19.2

Net weaning weigh t (kg)
a.

Y ; 199.9- .449( CDATE) + .402(CCLACT)

.41

25.2

asee List of Abbreviat ions in Appendix C (p. 102) for meaning of terms in parentheses.
bRSD ; Residual standard deviation

.,.
.,.
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Annual replacement rate should reflect culling criteria.

The

selection requires consideration of both the physical productivity of
cows with advancing age and the economic consequences of changing costs
and market prices (Rogers, 1972).
was not surveyed.

The culling criteria of the ranchers

However, it should be expected that cu lling criteria

that increase rep 1acement rates will increase the proportion of young
co •.-;s in t he herd.

Clarke et al. {1982) found fewer calves were produced

because of an increase in the proportion of i mmature cows.

Fertility is

reduced in young light-weight cows such as 2 year old s or in older cows
under poor feed conditions.

Hence, under the conditions of most of

southern Utah cattle ranches, this problem cou ld probab l y be avoided by
strategic supp le mentation to maintain optimum li veweight in young
heifers ca l ving at 2 years.

As shown in Tab le 12, on ly 50% of the

operators supp lemented the replacement heifer during winter.
The age of rep l acement heifers at first breeding affected calving
rate (Table 13, equation 1c).
heifers calve when they are

The average was 16 months such that
years plus old.

Even though this i s

genera ll y accepted in the USA, it has some backlash effects when feeding
and management cond iti ons are not optimum.
calv in g by heifer and by cow.

Thi s study did not report

It would be usually expected that lo sses

at calving be higher in the maiden heifer than in older cows as found by
Donald {1963).

Also there is a high incidence of dystocia in heifers.

Under circumstances where ca lf death rate at or shortly after birth
and heifer replacement rates were not included in the ca l ving rate model
in order to force the other variables to enter in the model, ran ge
condition during breeding (RCBR) was retained at (p < .175) (Table 13,
equation 1b).

Cow condition at calving (CCALV), age of rep la cement
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heifer at breeding (ARPBR), cow bull ratio (CBR) in addit ion to range
condition at breeding remained in the model only at (p
equation 1c).

< .25)

(Table 13,

Ca l ving rate was different for cows given moderate and

borderline condition scores at breeding (p

<

.05).

regard ed his cow herd in either thin or good condition.

No respondent
Herds with dams

ranked in moderate condition had 5.85% higher calving rates than those
with dams ranked in borderline condition (Table 14).

Si milarly,

herds

with dams in moderate condition at calving showed highe r calv ing rates
(86.23%) compared to those in borderline condition at calving (79.46%)
(Table 15).

Sixty-five percent and 58% of the producers, respectively,

reported having their
calving.
herd

to

CO 'fiS

in moderate co ndition during breeding and at

However, one should not expect the condition of cows in the
be

homogeneou s .

Obviously even

with

a

high

degree

of

management, one would anticipate that each herd will contain animals in
varying cond ition.

likely cond ition scores were largely s ubject to the

variation

eva luations

of

the

of

each

individual

producer.

The

conditions reported in this study were considered to be an estimate of
the average condit ion of dams in relation to their normal state.
Producers probably scored their herds on the basis of their previ ous
experience with these herd s .
Condition

scoring

is certainly a useful

improving production.

management

tool

for

Quantifying target condition scores at

parturiti on an d breeding can simplify winter feeding strategies and
improve reproductive performance.
found

in

The nearly 6% calf crop advantage

this study for good condition dams over fair condition

indicat es that producers benefit by maintaining femal es above poor
condit ion before breeding.
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Table 14. Means and standa rd errors for reproductive rates by cow
condition at breed ing

Co w cond i t i on score

Ca l ving rate

Weaning rate

(%)

(%)

Na

1.

Thin

2.

Border line

79.5+10.7b

76.4+11.9b

(9)

3.

r~o d erate

85.4+10.2c

82.1+10.9c

(17)

4.

Good

aN is the number of observations per cow condi tion score.
b, cMeans in the same column with different super scr ipt s differ (p<.05).

Table 15. Means and standard errors for reproductive ra t es by cow
condi t ion at ca l vin g

Cow condition sco re

Calving r ate

Weaning r ate

{%)

(%)

Na

1.

Thin

2.

Border line

79.4+ll.Bb

76. 2+1 2.9b

(11)

3.

Moder ate

86.2+ 9.2c

83. o+lO. 2c

( 15)

4.

Good

aN is the number of observations per cow condition score.
b,cMean s in the same column with differ ent superscripts differ {p<.05).
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Calving rate was erratic for dams bred on ranges with d iff erent
condition scores (Table 16) .

Range condition at breeding ranked poor

(26.9% of respondents), fair ( 34.6%) and good (38.5%).

were respectively 80 . 5%, 79.8%, and 88.5%.
11ere sig nifi cantly different (p > .05).

Calving rates

However , no two groups
Even though one should

intuiti ve ly expect tha t an i ma l production would incr ease with improv ed
range condition , there is s till littl e clear-cut evidence do cument in g
reduced anima l production under l ow range condition classes (Malechek,
1982).

Anima l perform ance i s not fundamentally exp l ained by range

co nditi on (Stoddart et al., 19 75; Smith, 197 8 ).

A numb er ·of wor ke r s

(Bla xter et al., 1961; Stobbs , 1975; Wilson and Minson, 1980; Minson,
1981; Blaser, 1982) have assoc i ated l ow di ges ti bility and low voluntary

inta ke as major causes of low producti on per animal.

Table 16. Means and standard errors for calving r ate by ran ge condition
at breeding
Calving ratea
Rang e condition score

(%)

Nb

1.

Poor

80.5+11.1

(7)

2.

Fair

79.8+12.3

(9)

3

Good

88 .5+ 7.3

(10)

0

4.

Excellent

aNa differences (p>.05) .
bN is th e number of observations per ran ge condition score .
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For range animals, the nutrient content of their diets on good and
poor condit i on depend upon the p 1ant species present and the intensity
of use (Cook et al., 1962}.

In terms of geographical inf erence since

breeding season normally coincides with high forage production and
quality in the high elevation areas of the Intermountain region, the
l og i c should be that high condition ranges would yield more animal
production than do low condition ranges.

However,

since the length of

breeding season in this study was high (average 163 days against a
recommended 60-90 days), breeding would have occurred in seasons of low
quality diets.

<

There was a significant difference among herd types (p

.0 5} .

Crossbred commerc ial operations ranked the highest (90.34%} with a
difference of 14 % compared to straightbred commercial herds (76.11%}
(Table 17).

This is consistent with the large nu'mber of reports

describing the advantage of crossbreeding in cow-calf production which
as Turner (1973} pointed out involv es the matching of additive breed
inheritance with heterotic control of reproductive, mat ernal and growth
related traits.

Peacock and Koger (1980) reported calving rates of 88%

and 82% for crossbred and straightbred cows respectively.

Calving

percentages of 87% and 8 1% were reported by Cundiff et al. (1974a),
respectively,

in crossbred and straightbred dams.

Corresponding

percentages at Virginia (Gaines et al., 1966} were 93 and 85, at Ohio
(Klosterman et

al.,

196 8},

(Anonymous, 1969) 85 and 81.

89

and 86 and for

a Missouri

study

The better r e productive performance of

crossbred cows because of hybrid vigor over straightbred cows was
manifested by more crossbred cows conceiving at first service and giving
birth to calves (Wiltbank , 1973).
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Taole 17.

Means and standard errors for reproductive rates oy herd type
Ca l vi ng rate
Herd type

(%)

Weaning rate
(%)

Na

1.

Seed stock

80.5+22.7b

78.9+25 .1b

(2)

2.

Straightbred commercial

76.1+ 9.9b

72.6+12.5b

(5)

3.

Crossbred commercia l

90.3+ 6. 3c

86 . 7+ 7.3c

(9)

4.

2 and 3 comoi nati on

81.6+10.4b

78.5+11.2b

(9)

5.

1, 2 and 3 combination

78.03b

75. 72b

( 1)

For entire population

83.3+10.7

80 . 2+11.7

(26)

aN is the number of observations per herd type.
b,cMeans in the same co lu mn with different superscr ipt s differ (p<.05).

Th e percentage of crossbred commerc ial calf operations was 34.6%
compared to 19.2% for straightbred operations.

Operations comb ining

strai ghtbreedi ng and crossbreeding were a 1 so 34.6%, making the
percentage of producers who take advantage of heterosis for reproduction
to boast their ca lvin g rates more than 69%.
One might expect a superior calving rate for straightbred commercial
herd s compared to seedstock herds due to within

b~eed

heterosis.

How-

ever, because of the relatively small number of seedstock herds in our
study, no adequate inference could be drawn.
Weaning Rate
Th e average weaning rate for a ll herds was 80.2% .

This is a

difference of 3.2% between calving rate and weaning rate reflecting
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pr ewea ning death loss.
scours ,

Causes for thi s l oss have been referred to ca lf

attack by coyotes ,

etc .

A 2.5% death l oss rate ha s been

reported in a survey co ndu cted by the IRM project for beef catt l e in
Utah (Anonymous , 1982).

Ev en tho ugh the se values are below the averag e

r epo rt ed in another s urvey (Gee , 1978, report ed ca lf 1asses on Weste rn
r ange lands as being 6.6% of ca lf born a live), it is sti ll a n important
di spossess ion fo r a rancher.

Doo l ey et al. (19 82) reported a calf death

los s rate fro m birth to we aning of 9.1% in South Dakota.
Calf death l oss rates at or s hort l y after birth (CDRB) and from
birth to we a n i ng (CLRW) we re highly assoc iat ed with weaning rates
(equation 2a in Table 13).

A coeff i cient of determination of .98 was

as soc i ated with the model for weaning rate.

When these variable s were

not in c lud ed in the weaning rate model, calving date (COATE), and age of
replacement heifer at first br eeding (ARPBR) were significant sources of
weani ng rate var i atio n (p

< .175) whil e the level of assistance of cows

at c alving (ASLEV) also in f lu ences weaning rate a t p

< .25 (equations

2a , 2b a nd 2c , Table 13) .
Ge ne rally, herds ca l v ing l at er had lower we aning rates because
calves ar e two yo ung to be weaned .

Bu t th ese type of ca l ves are usua lly

retain ed as s hort or long ye a rling s t eers.
calves were born during March and April,

In this st udy most of the

constituting about 75% giving

a n average of 7 months at weaning in Octo ber.

Herd : calving ear ly

(February, March and April) may re ce iv e closer observation at calving
and therefore, su ffer fewer ca lf death los ses.

However , as in d icated in

th e model, low er we aning rates were assoc iated with l ower age of he ifers
at th eir fir s t breeding or ca l v in g.

Th e average age of a hei fe r at

first ca l ving was 25 mon th s which i s quite close to the national ave rage
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of 24 months.

Differences in management are the most importa nt causes

of differences in age at first calving (Jarr ig e, 1975).

It is obv i ous

that genetic differences in sexua l precocity and age of puberty,
precocity of body development and mi l k supplied by dam a l so have an
important role.
In southern Utah where ran ge l and provides most of the feed, the
management of the heif er groups should aim to make th e best use of
grazin g during t he grass growth seaso ns of Apri 1 and Nay.

Even though

an early seaso n of calving i s desirable, it is difficult to obtain i t
with tw o year old heifers because some heifers would be ca l vin g at less
than 24 months.

This increases ca l vi ng diff i culties even when using

bulls that s ire smal l ca lv es.
al so requ i red .
to

More manageria l input from the rancher is

A high level of nutrition is necessary from weaning up

years of age and this is unusual und er rangeland conditions.
Ass i st ance level (ASLEV) was negat ively associated with wea ning rate

( equa tion 2c, Tabl e 13).

We would expect that this would be

pa rtic ularly true in herds with hi gher proportions of primiparous dams
and ca lving at two years age (Pope,
Menissier, 1974; and Patterson, 19 79).

1967;

Laster et al.,

1973;

Thi s study found a re l at i vely

high proportion of heifer s in th e herds surveyed and a lower age at
calving.

These two factor s do not match the existing mana geme nt

conditions on range beef callte operat i ons.

It should be noted th at for

given he ifer and bull genotypes, calving difficulties depend more on th e
s ize than on the age of th e heifer (Swanson, 1967).
Ther e is genera l agreement that ca lves born of 2 year - old heifers
have a lower surv i va l rate than those of ol der females (Petit, 19 75).
This author observed that when ca 1vi ng is easy and sanitary conditions
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are good, there is little difference in calf mortality between heifers
and older cows.
Two-year calvings could be of use if well managed, particularly if
the calves are born at the beginning of calving season (Minish and Fox,
1982).

Ho~1ever,

the widespread use of two-year heifer calving must be

limited to herds managed more intensively (by a rancher of high level of
technical and managerial competence).

Lienard (1975) suggested that it

is of most use in herds of moderate size, where the organizational
problems can be more easily resolved and sufficient surveillance is
available for the technique to succeed.
Comparisons of means of weaning rate by herd type are given in Table
17.

Crossbred herds (type 3) produced the highest weaning rates

(86.75%) and weaned 14.17% more calves than did the straightbred (type
2) herds.

Gaines et al. (1971) reported that crossbred cows weaned 9.0%

more calves than straightbreds.

An 11.0% advantage in weaning rate was

reported by Nelson et al. (1982 ).

All of these studies included British

and some Continental European breeds.

This is in agreement with Peacock

and Koger (1980) who reported a superiority of 7% for weaning rates of
F1 dams over purebreds.

A simi l ar advantage to crossbreeding was also

reported by Cundiff et al. (1974a) and Dooley et al. (1982).

The

superiority of crossbred herds resulted from higher calving rates.

This

was due to increased pregnancy rates and first service conception rates
among crossbreds (Cundiff et al., 1974a) or lower calf death loss rates
related to dystocia (Nelson and Beavers, 1982) and subsequent higher
survival rate to weaning.

However, because some of the crossbred calves

might be from straightbred dams rather than crossbred F1 dams, some of
the advantages reported in the crossbred herds may not be experienced in
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all herds of this type.

Nelson et al. (1982) found that calf surviva l

to weaning was low est for stra ight bred calves (Hereford) with a 30.3
percentage point difference.

But this difference includes a ll possible

losses after conception, i. e., prenatal mortality, distoc ia, twinning
failure to c l a i m calf, accidental death, etc.
Mean weaning rates by cow condition and range co ndition are
present ed in Table s 14,

18 and 19.

Herds with dams in moderate

condition weaned 4.5 more ca l ves per 100 breeding dams than those in
borderline and thin condition.

Weaning rates by range condition were

erratic with good and poor having s imil ar results.

This might well

reflect the discre panci es around the usefulness of range condition as a
criterion to predict livestock production.

Poor preca lving nutrition

level of the dam has been s hown to influence the vigor of the new born
calf.

Corah et al. (1974) reported that dams on recommended nutriti on

level (high energy) weaned 28.6% more calves of the calves born.

Table 18.
Means and standard errors for weaning rate by cow condition
during lactatio n

Cow condition score

Weaning rate a
(%)

Nb

1.

Thin

77 .8+ 3.0

(2)

2.

Borderline

76. 6+11. 4

(7)

3.

Moderate

81.9+12.4

(17)

4.

Good

aNo differences (p>.05).
bN is the number of observations per cow cond ition score.
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Table 19. Means and standard errors for weaning rate by range condition
during lactation
Weaning ratea

Nb

(%)

Range cond iti on score
1.

Poor

83.2+ 8.1

{4)

2.

Fair

78.5+13 . 1

( 17)

3.

Good

83.2+ 9.0

(5)

4.

Excellent

aNo differences {p>. OS) .
bN is th e number of observation s per range condition score.

It is suggested from these results and others that weaning rates
were higher in crossbred herds with dams in moderate condition at both
calving and during lactation .

Thi s can be

achiev~d

by timing the

calving to coinc id e with availability of feed resources {quantity and
quality), mainly range forage, and labor.
Weaning Weight
The average weaning weight was 201.6 kg with a standard deviation of
27.2 kg.

Weaning age {WEAGE) {p < .OS), herd size (HERDSIZE) (p

.175), and herd typ e (HERDTYPE) {p < .25) affected weaning weight.
Weaning weights for herd type are summarized in Table 20.

Seedstock

and crossbred commerci al ca lves averaged the highest weaning weights.
Despite the fact that most straightbred calves are born earlier in th e
year as revealed by thi s survey, their weaning weights still remain
lo~ er

than tho se reported by producers of crossbred commercial calves.

This important differen ce may be partially derived from the breeding
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Table 20. Means and standard errors for weaning and net weaning weight
by herd type

Herd type

Weaning weig ht
(kg)

Net weaning rate
(kg)

Na

1.

Seed stock

241 + 6b

212+36b

(2)

2.

Stra i ghtbred commercial

184+26c

158+38c

(5)

3.

Crossbred commercial

207+27b

190+28b

(9)

4.

2 and 3 combination

198+22c

172+24c

(9)

5.

1, 2 and 3 combinat i on

177c

150c

( 1)

For entire population

201+27

178+31

(26)

aN is the number of observations per herd type.
b,cMeans in the same column with different superscript~ differ (p<.05).

system since there is an indication by Cundiff et al. (1974b), Al enda et
al. (1980) , and Oi 11 ard et al. (1980) showing that systemat i c cross breeding increased weaning we i ghts by ind ividu al and maternal heteros i s.
In addit i on, this difference may reflect the management differences
between types 3 and 2.

Type 4 her ds constituted by straightb r ed and

crossbred calves reported sl ightl y bet t er weaning weights than the
stra i ghtbred calves.

Si milar results were confirmed by Dooley et al.

(1982).
Regression analysis indi cated age at weaning alone accounted for 44%
of the variation in weaning we ight, while either herd s ize or herd type
alone accou nted for less than 1%.

In combi nation they all accou nt ed for

56% of the variance in weaning we i ght (Tab le 13).
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The average age of ca l ves at wean i ng was 222.5 days with a range of
from 160 days to 252 days.
significant (p
3a, Table 13).

< .05)

Ca l f age at weaning was found to be a

source of variation in weaning we i ght (equation

Sc haffer and Wilton (1974) in dicated a linear re l ation-

ship between age at weaning and average daily gain for 120-250 days of
age.

Buston et al. (1980) found similar results.

The average age of

ca l ves at weaning can be increased by either prolonging the nu rsing
period, by calving earlier in the season, or by reducing the calving
interval.

Grazing conditions, subsequent reproduction of cows, cost of

wintering cows, and market conditions are important factors to consider
in determining optimum weaning time, and age.
Preweaning management has been id e ntified as an important nongenetic

factor

contributing

(Woldehawariat et al., 1977).

to

variation

in

weaning

weight

Cows on good and fair condit ion ranges

during lactation weaned heavier calves than cows on poor condition
ranges (Table 21).

We could specu lat e that the negative effect of herd

size on calf weaning weight would be a reflection of relatively higher
stocking rates.

Ralphs (1977) list ed several experiments where weaning

weight decreased as stock ing rates increased from light to heavy.
t1art in (1975) s tat ed that animals on an overstocked range must use a
higher percentage of total intake for maintenance.

Since on full fe ed

animals use about 70% of their total intake for maintenance, if their
inta ke is reduced by overstocking, the amount of energy used for growth,
lactati on , and reproduction is th en great ly reduced.

Even though no

substantial evidence is ava il able showing overgrazing in this survey,
Gray and Fowler (1982) found in a beef catt l e survey in northeastern New
Mexico that sma ll size ranches marketed heavier ca l ves than mediu m and
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Tabl e 21. Means and standard errors for weaning and net weaning weight
by range condition during l actation

Range condition scores

Weaning weight
(kg)

Net weaning rate
(kg)

Na

Poor

176+ 13b

156+ gb

(4)

2.

Fair

207+25c

182 +32c

(17)

3.

Good

200+32c

179:~:.3gc

(5)

4.

Excellent

1.

aN is the number of observat i ons per range cond iti on .
b,cMeans in the same column with differen t superscr ipt s differ (p<.05).

l arge s iz e ranches.

Probabl y one of the reasons was also th at sma ll

s iz e ranches tend to associate more cro p farming with, livestock, thus,
more intens i ve live stoc k prod uction is facilitated by usi ng grains and
hay.
Net Weaning Weight or Pound s of Calf
Weaned Per Cow Exposed
The pounds of ca lf we aned per cow exposed is an important economic
tr ait in a cow - calf herd.

It i s an indic at ion of differences in total

production per cow to weaning.

It i s a manifest result of differences

in s urvi va l and growth of ca l ves and reproductive performance and
mothering ab ility of cows.
A 178 kg ove rall mean net weaning weight was ca l c ul ated.

Mean

calv i ng date (COATE) and cow condit ion duri ng l actatio n (CCLACT)
(p < .05) were importa nt sources of variation in net weaning weight
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model (equation 4 in Table 13).

Herd type, range condition during

lactation, and herd size were nonsignificant sources of variation.
Purebred an i mals were the most productive at 212 kg followed by
crossbred cows (190 kg) .

The combination of straightbred and crossbred

was 172 kg; straightbred commercial, 158 kg; and the combination of
seed stock, st ra i ghtbred and crossbred, 150 kg (Table 20).
herd s were 32 kg higher than the straightbred.

Crossbred

Increases of 34. 1 kg and

50.7 kg (41%) in net weaning weights for crossbred over straightbred
females were reported by Spelbring et al. (1977) and Ne l son et al.
(1982), respectively.

Weight of calf weaned/cow exposed was 14.8%

greater for crosses among Brit i sh breeds than for straightbreds (p

<

.05) in the study by Cundiff et al. (1974b).
It should be pointed out that no reference can be made to any
particular breed and crosses between breeds in this 'study.

This was

essentia ll y a within management system comparison of different breeding
systems.

Under a more detailed study of breed types and crosses,

reproduction and growth traits may be affected.
Net weaning we i ght reflects the influ ence of both weaning we igh ts
and weaning rate.

Herd types with the highest weaning weights tended to

have the highest net weaning weights.
for weaning rate.

However,

But, the tendency did not follow

crossbred animals had consistently higher

weaning rates and weaning weights.
Mean ca lvin g date affec t ed net wean in g weights.

However, the effect

could not be exam ined for it would necessitate dividing calving dates
into month c l assif ic at i ons (discrete variable) and calculating net
weaning weight means by month.

Since 71.6% of ca l ving occurred in March

and Apri l ( ign or ing the number of ca l ves dead from birth to weaning), we
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would expect weaning rate to be higher for ca l ves born in February,
March, and April than for calves born later.
be above average for ear l y ca l ving.
would be higher or above average.

Weaning weight should also

Consequently, net weaning weight
This study and a similar survey in

South Dakota (Dooley et al., 1982 ), however, did not find any indication
of the above.
The calving date accounted for 25.6% of the variation in net weaning
weight while the contribution of cow condition was 15.9%.

Analyses

revealed that maintaining or improving the condit i on of the cow during
l actation has some effect on net weaning weight.

Van Niekerk (1982)

found that when the cows lost weight, condition fell and so did calf
performance.

Butson et al. (19 80) reported low or negative simp l e

corre l ations of average daily ga in of cows with milk yield and wean ing
weight, suggesting that cow weight gain during lactation may be at the
expense of mil k production.
Corre l at i ons
Corre l ations are given in Tables 22 and 23.

Cow cond iti on was

positively but not highly correlated with the reproductive and growth
trait s in this survey.

Correlation of cow condit i on at ca l ving with

calv in g rate was relatively high compared to cow condition at breeding
and cow condition during lactation.

This indicates that more attention

should be put on wintering tne cow so that she can ca l ve in good
condition.

Cow condition at calving and fo l low ing calving may influence

post-partum anestrus in beef cows (Inskeep and Lishman, 1979).

Good

body condition results in earl i er initiation of ovarian activity and
allows cows to have one or more cycles before rebreeding beg in s.

Th is
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Table 22. Simple correlation coefficients of reproduction rates with
se l ected variables

Variable

Ca l ving
rate

Weaning
rate

Cow condition at breeding

. 26

.23

Cow condition at calving

. 32

.29

Range condition at breeding

. 33

.29

Herd size

- .06

-.05

Length of breeding season

-.11

- .08

Replacement rate

-.16

-.12

Number of cows per bu 11

-. 23

-.25

Tabl e 23. Simple corre lati on coefficients of growth performance with
se l ected var i ables

Variable

Weaning
weight

Net
weaning
weight

Cow cond i tion during 1act at ion

.45

.46

Range condit i on duri ng 1act at ion

.24

.20

-. 23

- .20

fJean i ng age

. 67

.59

Calving date

-.50

- .51

Herd size
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could increase reproductive eff iciency.

Correlations between weaning

rate and cow condition showed a similar trend.
Correlations between range condition and calving rate and range
condition and weaning rate were positive but not high . Herd size was
negatively correlated to each reproductive and production traits.
Moderate correlations between weaning age and average weaning weight and
net weaning weight were observed, but calving date was negatively
correlated with these traits.

Low negative correlations were found

between calving rate, weaning rate, and length of breeding season,
number of cows per bull, and heifer r ep lacement rate.

These factors

need some degree of consideration in checking for reproductive
efficiency in Southern Utah cattle ranches.
The average number of cows per bull was 25 which corresponds to the
requir ed ratio (Neumann, 1977).

Under the condition's of this survey,

the number of cows per bull was negatively associated with calving rate.
One cou ld suspect that because of the rough topography and the low l evel
of management, there might be a poor distribution of bulls in the cow
herd during the breeding season.
together or alone.

This is so because bulls tend to run

This problem could be avoided by riding the pasture

during breeding season or using small pasture.
General Discussion
The mean calving rate for southern Utah beef cattle herds was 83.4%,
representing a loss of 16.6% of calves born.

Weaning rate averaged

80.2% and represented a 3.2% loss from ca l ving to weaning.

There was an

agreement between these figures and other survey results (Gee, 1g78;
Ensminger et al., 1955; and Dooley et al., 1982).

All these findings
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were consistent with more detailed research results which clearly
demonstrated that failure of cows to become pregnant and perinatal calf
losses primarily reduced calf crop and that calf death losses from birth
to weaning ranked second (Wiltbank et al., 1961, 1967 and Bellows et
al., 1979).

Herd type influenced weaning weight and was an important factor to
take into consideration when examining calving rate, weaning rate, and
net weaning weight.

In general, crossbred herds had the highest calving

and weaning rates while seedstock herds had the highest weaning weights.
It should be stressed that only two operators involved in seedstock
production were reported in this survey indicating that a correct
statistical inference might not have been drawn from comparisons
including this type of herd.

A comparison of net weaning weight

(excluding seedstock herd) showed that herds producing' crossbred calves
tended to be higher than stra ightbred herds.
performed the best, however, in net weaning weight.

The seedstock herd
The extent to which

production leve ls were altered by herd type was not investigated in this
stud~

It would have been interesting to know the number of crossbred

cows in herds producing crossbred ca lves, the breeds involved, the
matin g system (two-breed rotation, three-breed rotation a 1 cross, etc.)
and the percentages of combination herds.

More information cou 1d have

been collected on se l ection and cul ling criteria.

Even though cross-

breeding was practiced by those ranchers interviewed,

it was reported

that only a few (28%) had a five year plan for their crossbreeding
program (Anonymous, 1982).

Available data suggest that producers culled

rna in ly for age, number of open cows, and sma 11 ca 1ves due to poor mi 1ker
or 1ate calving (Anonymous, 1982).
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Potential for increased beef production is available on Utah
cattle ranches.

It appeared that calf death losses, cow condition,

range condition, mean calving date, mean weaning age, and age of
replacement heifer and replacement rate were important factors affecting
the level of production.

Manipulation of these factors might be a

significant way of altering range beef cattle production efficiency.
This survey covered only 26 operations.

This sample may not be

representative of all producers since only cooperative ranchers were
interviewed.

The actual levels of produ ct ion may have been over-

estimated in this survey.
some usefulness.

However, the information obtained may bear

We should recognize the difficulty of interpreting the

type of information provided by this survey.

It is complicated by the

total lack of data or active record keeping by the majority of ranchers.
Recording of data on measurable production factors is 'an essential step
in identifying opportunities to improve cow-calf operations.

Without

performance records, there cannot be an objective and verifiable way of
detecting the real problems of low production efficiency.
By working with representative ranchers, livestock extension workers
can go over the total range and livestock management practices in the
context of southern Utah and use complete records to determine the
causes of the problem.

Information gathering on the total beef program

and assessment of what to be done are two important tasks that
researchers must perform to bring assistance \:o producers.

Beef

production (cow-calf operation) is a complex system involving genetic,
nutritional, management, and socio-pol itico economic factors.
Integration of these factors would be an adequate approach to pinpoint
areas of opportunity for increasing the efficiency of production
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(biological as well as economical) and a l so identifying areas of needed
research.

Therefore, systems analysis is an exce ll ent too l for studying

such production systems.
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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF A RANGE BEEF CATTLE PRODUCT ION
For the purpose of studyin g wh i ch management pract i ces might be the
most appropriate for the co ndition s prevailing in southern Utah, a
systems analysis technique to model a t yp i ca l rang e beef cattl e operation (cow - ca lf) can be used t o simu l ate herd produ ctio n effi cien cy
including eco nom ic considerations.
Heady (1976) as cit ed by Cartwright (1979), defin ed the following
steps involved in appl y in g systems analysis to examine comp l ex
productio n systems:
1. Speci fication of th e problem and def inition of th e objectives.
2. Sett ing boundaries of th e sys t em and level of (detail) modeling.
3. Fo r mu lation of the systems mode l in t erms of it s com ponents and
the functional relationships amo ng th em.
4. Co ll ect ion of data to q uantita ti vely c haracter i ze the
relationships and components.
5. Specif ic ation of the detailed model in quantitative f orm.
6. Pr ogram for computer operation.
7. Val i da tion of mo de l aga in st expe rimental data and ot her real
world knowledge.
8. Experimentation or s imulation of outcomes under different set s
of conditions.
9. Analysis of the re s ult s.
Systems ana lysi s techniques have been used to identify critical
areas of em ph asis for i mproved pr oduc ti on efficiency.

Chudleigh and
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Cezar (1982) reviewed severa l beef production simulation models
constructed over th e past decade.
pasture,

Most of the models described have

animal and economic components and are concerned with

generalized technology assessment and management alternatives at the
level of the pastoral farm.

In order to obtain maximum efficiency,

however, every model should be built with well defined objectives,
reflecting the specific problem identified locally.

In this case of

modeling range livestock production in southern Utah, the model should
be built 1vith full consideration of lo ca l production constraints and
economic environment as well.
For the purpose of this study,

we are only concerned with

developing a schematic diagram which could be used for the construction
of a range beef cattle production model and useful for future assessment
of management alternatives.

The intent of this

exe~cise

is only to

present the critical components of such a model and their interactions.
Range livestock production systems consist of four major components:
climate, soil, herbage, and ruminant (intake and production).

Develop-

ment of a model integrating these factors presents good opportunity to
study the interactive relationships in a range livestock production
system.

In this study we concentrate mainly on the forage intake and

anima 1 production component.

C1i mate, soil, and herbage components have

been largely studied (Smith and Williams, 1973) under various circumstances.

The objective of such a range cattle production model is to

develop a framework for mathematically expressing the interactions
between forage and cattle.

Figure 2 illustrates a schematic diagram of

the flows modeled in this system.
operation.

Th e system represents a cow-calf

The major output from the model is weaner calves.

Figure 2.

A flow diagram of components of a range beef cattle production system.

"'
"'
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Forage avai l abil i ty i s an endogenous variable used in the herd s i mu l ation to determ in e forage of given qual i ty avai l able for grazi ng in a
given time.
Forage qual i ty variables are crude protein co nt ent and percentage of
d i gestib l e dry mat t er.
subsystem.

The se variables are essential inputs to the herd

Any c hang e in avai l ab ility of metabolizabl e e nergy and

digestible e ner gy should be refle c ted in th e animal response (i.e. ,
wh ether anima l require me nt s for g i ven functions are met or not.)

The

l eve l s of performance of he rd are predicted from the feed resources
(ava i 1 ab l e f orage, supplements in cluding conserved f eeds) and catt l e
produ ct ion potentia l s.
Feed

intake and conseq uently,

total

digestible pr otein and

metabolizable energy are the driving var iabl es in th e herd model.

Herd

composition a nd in ventory i s an initi a l cond iti o n of the herd model.
Forage int ake and othe r f eed (s uppl ements) are a fun c tion of th e breed
and breed in g system , physiological status , and the ava il abi lit y, energy,
an d pr o t ein contents of th e feed

resources.

Animal

performance

(reprod uctive perfo r mance and product i on) i s influen ced by th e l eve l of
nutriti o nal
potential.
growth

intake required,

the

animal's condition

a nd

genetic

Births, calf deaths , milk supply, calving date, and calf

per iod

are

important

com po nents

of

the

reprodu ct ion

and

pr odu ction sect ion of the her d s ub sytem.
One reason for developing this range beef production system i s to
con str uct a s imulation mode l fr om it in order to study dif f ere nc es in
prod uctio n efficiencies assoc i ated with different ma n agement a nd
envir onme ntal condition s and d iff ere nt breeds and breeding sys tem s .
Since herd t ype, cow conditi on (and pr es umabl y forage availability and

-·-
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quality), herd size, calf death losses (including high proportion of dry
cows in the herd), replacement rate and age of replacement heifer (more
precis ely weight) at first breeding, etc., all seem to be important
factors affecting production efficiency in the herds surveyed, improved
management alternatives, and breeding systems could be tested in a
forage-livestock model based on the above production system.

The

estimated regression equations developed during this study could be
refined and used in the model.

A better understanding of the linkages

between the f orage and livestock subsys tems can lead to tailoring
manage ment practices more appropria te than determined in my 1 imited
study.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A survey of 26 range beef catt l e operat i ons was co nducted in
southern Utah to characterize their l eve l of production efficiency and
to identify the range and live stock management practices associated with
differences in productivity.

An extensive review of the literature was

performed to obtain information for use in the parameters describ i ng
production efficiency.

The parameters ana l yzed were: ca l v ing rate,

weaning rate, weaning weight, and net weaning weight.
Mean ca l ving rate of cows exposed for breeding was 83.3%.
rate differed {p

< .05)

with cow condition and herd type.

Calving

Crossbred

herd s averaged the highest ca l ving rate (90.3.:!:_6.3) compared to the
straightbred herds {76.1.:!:_9.9).

Stepwise regression s involving ca l f

death rat e and replacement rate accounted for 98.3% of the variance i n
calving rate while range condition,

cow: bu ll ratio,

cow condition and

age of replacement heifer at first breeding accounted for only 33. 2% of
the variance {p

< .25)

when calf death rate and replacement rate were

removed.
r1ean weaning rate was 80 .1 %.

Th e difference between calv ing and

weaning rates (3.2%) reflected prew ea ning dea th l ioss.

Thu s , the main

problem confronting ranchers in southern Utah might be calf death lo ss
at birth and dry cows.
rate variance (p

Calf death l osses accounted' for 98.2% of weaning

< .05) .

Crossbred herds tended to ha ve higher {p

.05) weaning rates (86.7.:!:_7.3).

Weaning rates were also highe r (p

.05) for cows in moderate condition {83.0.:!:_10.2) tha n in borderline
condit i on (76.2.:!:_12.9).

Mean ca l ving date,

age of replacement heifer at
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first breeding, and assistance level influenced (p < .25) weaning rate
but they accounted for only 31.5% of the total variance after ca lf death
losses were removed from the model.
An average weaning weight of 20 1. 6 kg was reported.

Crossbred herds

had a mean weaning weight 23 kg higher than that of straightbred
commercial herds but 34 kg lower than that of seedstock herds.

Weaning

age, herd size, and herd type were significant (p < .25) sources of
variation in the weaning weight model.
56% of the total var ian ce (p < .25).

They accounted for approximately

Weaning age alone explained 44.7%

of weaning weight variance (p < .05).
Mean net weaning weight was 178 kg.

Mean calving date and cow

condition were important sources of variation (p < .05) but they
accounted only for 41.4% of the total variance of net weaning weight .
Int eres tingly, crossbred commercial calf producers obtained 32 kg of net
weaning weight higher than stra ightbred while the difference between the
former and seedstock producers was only 22 kg in favor of the latter
compared to the 34 kg difference for weaning weight.
Cow condition and range condition were pas it i ve 1y but not high 1y
correlated with the reproductive and production traits while herd size
was negatively correlated with them.

Low diverse correlations were

found between calving rate, weaning rate and length of breeding season,
number of cows per bull, and heifer r ep lacement rate.
A schemat ic model of a range beef production system model was
proposed.

This model could be used to assess various management

alternatives.

Equations developed in this study could be verified in

such a model along with some of th e management factors related to
production efficiency.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The levels of performance reported by ranchers were all lower than
the theoretical potential.

Ca lf death losses at birth and from birth to

weaning and probably the proportion of dry cows in the herd s are among
the chief factors limiting production efficiency in southern Utah cattle
ranching.

Herd type tended to be important factor to take int o

cons id eration when examining reproductive and production traits.

In

genera l crossbred commerc ial herds had the highest performance levels.
It a l so appeared that cow co ndition, range condition, calving date,
heifer replacement rate, age of replacement heifer at first breeding,
and herd size were all

important factors

affecting production.

''1an ipul ation of these factors might be a significant way of altering
range beef cattle production efficiency.
It appears from this study that the key to increa sed herd
productivity is good mana gement a long with other interdependent fact ors
suc h as nutrition and genetics.

Following i s a li st of so me recommended

management pract ices.
1.

Records.

This study revealed a total lack of record keeping by

the major ity of the ranchers.

Without performance records, there cannot

be an object ive way of detecting the real
efficiency.

caus~s

of low production

Animal identification is a prerequisite to any improvement.

Once animals (cows) are individually identified, failure to produce, the
reasons for failure together with records of abnormalities such as
dystocia, birth defects, nonclaiming of the calf, retained placenta and
ot her information can be recorded on a cow's card.

Thi s allows a

rancher to id entify problem cows so they can be culled from the herd.
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Plastic ear tags can be easily read in the field.

Specific record

keeping could al so be developed to provide basic herd weaning

informa-

tion including calf death los ses, relative to reason for l oss plus the
tim e period from birth t o wean in g in which l osses occurred.

This could

also provide information about the number of ca l ves born each month plus
their average weaning weights and daily gains.
2.

Nutrition.

Condition of cow during late pregnancy and post-

partum period does influence reproductive effic iency.

Dividing cows up

into groups based on condition score (thin, border 1i ne, moderate, good)
and then differentially feeding each group by app lying different
stocking rates and levels of supplementat i on on the ranges would have
some influence on production.

Particularly the two -year-old heifers and

first calvers would be expected to show the greatest response to
i mproved condition at calvi ng and breeding.

Two year-old heifers should

be dried off ear l y in order to have a lon ger dry period to allow them to
ca l ve in good cond iti on.
3.

Breeding.

In arid areas such as souther n Utah where management

is extensive, it is unlikely that adoption of short breeding season will
be economically feasible.

It may be possible to reduce the proportion

of cows that fail to ca l ve by extending the l ength of breeding season
beyond the usual 60 to 90 days.

r1ore attention to bull fertility could

equal l y increase reproductive rate.
replacement heifers aiming at a target
4.

An im a l health.

Producers shou ld breed their
w~ight

not

a~e.

Pr egnancy diagnosis, contro l of internal-

externa l parasites, vacc in ation programs as related to major
reproductive failures (abortions) shou ld be intensified.
important avenues to increase reproductive performance.

Th ey are all
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Areas of needed research include more specifically,

identification

of factors contributing to reproductive wastage (lack of estrus,
infertile services,

fertilization failure,

embryonic death,

and

perinatal calf deaths, etc.), and evaluation of breeds and breeding
systems according to the existing feed resources.

Key causes related to

reproductive wastage and problems of growth performance should be
diagnosed.

An integrated approach must be used to solve ranchers'

problem through case studies and application of systems analysis concept
as an aid for making management decisions.
Even though the actual

levels of production may have been

overestimated in this study because of the nature of the study itself,
information obtai ned may be useful for ranchers , ex tens ion agents, and
researchers.
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Appendix Table 24.

Desc riptive statistics of selected variables

Variable

Mean

Standard
deviation

Minimum

t~ax i mum

Herd size (breedi ng cows)

334.62

268 . 31

42.00

1,200.00

Length of breeding season (days)

163 . 27

82.92

60.00

365.00

26

9.08

9.03

0.00

32.00

26

24.73

5. 92

15.00

40.00

26

Calf death l oss rate (birth)
Number of cow/bu 11

26

Number of calves born in:
February

43.92

75.77

0.00

337 . 00

26

March

141.85

115.93

0.00

432.00

26

Apri 1

69 . 73

63.67

9.00

310.00

26

Spring

253. 12

201.38

18.00

756.00

26

Later

46.27

70.23

0 . 00

328.00

26

Total

310.54

245. 16

35.00

1,084.00

26

10 . 73

14.25

0.00

75.00

26

4.09

4.14

0.00

13.42

26

16.54

3. 95

7. 00

24.00

26

Calf death l oss rate (weaning)
C01vs assisted at calving, %
Rep 1a cement rate
Age of rep 1acement heifer at
breeding (months)

16.04

3.29

12.00

24.00

26

Average cow weight ( l bs)

984 . 62

87.20

850 . 00

1,200.00

26

Grass hay l and (acres)

186 . 67

120.94

30.00

400.00

6

Irrigated l and (acres)

313 .1 3

202.57

20.00

600 . 00

1,021.00

851.36

160.00

2, 795.00

8

256. 18

267.68

20.00

900 . 00

17

Forest Service range l and (AUMS)
Alfa l fa hayland (acres)
Deeded range 1and ( AUMS)
BU~

rangeland (AUMS)

Owned range 1and ( AUMS)

357.88

454. g5

22.00

1,452 . 00

8

2,8 30.30

3,109.44

215.00

14, 11 2.00

23

44.00
4,050 . 00
5, 170.00 133,470.00

20

985 . 40

975. 47

Operating cost ($)

47,764 . 27

35,364 .36

Weaning age (days)

222.50

26.27

Calving date (days)

160.00

22

252.00

26

107.37

20.98

68. 75

153.24

26

Calving rate

83.37

10.73

61 . 91

100 . 00

26

Weaning rate

80. 16

11.69

54.76

96.67

26

Average weaning weight (kgs)

201.6 0

27.22

15g. og

245 . 45

26

Net weaning weight (kgs)

178.12

31.62

132 . 57

237 .27

26
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Appendix Table 25.
Value
(heads)

Frequency of herd size (breeding cows)
Cum
percent

Percent

Valid
percent

19.2

19.2

19. 2

15.4

15.4

34.6

201-300

26.9

26.9

61.5

301-400

3.8

3.8

65.4

401-500

15.4

15.4

80.8

501-600

7.7

7.7

88.5

601-700

3.8

3.8

92.3

701-800

3.8

3.8

96.2

>BOO

3.8

3.8

100.0

100 .0

100 .'0

Frequency

0-100
101- 200

TOTAL

Appendix Table 26.
Value
(percent)

4

26

Frequency of calving rate

Frequency

61- 70

Percent

Valid
percent

Cum
percent

19.2

19.2

19.2

71- 80

4

15.3

15.3

34.5

81- 90

10

38.5

38.5

73.0

26.9

26.9

100 .0

100.0

100.0

91-100
TOTAL

26
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Appendix Table 27.
Va l ue
{percent)

Frequency of wean i ng rate

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cum
percent

51- 60

7.7

7.7

7.7

61- 70

11. 5

11. 5

19. 2

71- 80

26 .9

26.9

46.1

81- 90

8

91-100

TOTAL

Appendix Table 28 .
Value
( lbs)

26

30.7

30.7

76.8

23. 1

23 .1

100.0

100.0

100.0

Frequency of average weani ng rate

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cum
percent

301-350

3.8

3.8

3.8

35 1-400

26.9

26.9

30 . 8

401-450

26.9

26.9

57.7

23.1

23. 1

80.8

19. 2

19 .2

100.0

100 .0

100 .0

451-500

6

501-550

TOTAL

26
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Appendix Table 29.
Value
( lbs)

Frequency of net weaning rate

Frequency

Percent

250-300
301-350

9

351-400
401-450

4

Valid
percent

Cum
percent

3.8

3.8

3.8

34.6

34.6

38.5

19 .2

19.2

57.7

15.4

15 .4

73.1

451-500

23.1

23.1

96.2

501-550

3.8

3.8

100 .0

100.0

100.0

TOTAL

Appendix Table 30.

26

Frequency of herd type

Type

Frequency

l. Seed stock

2. Straightbred commercia 1
3. Crossbred commercial

9

4. 2 and 3 combination
5. 1, 2 and 3 combination
TOTAL

26

Percent

Valid
percent

Cum
percent

7.7

7. 7

7.7

19.2

19 .2

26.9

34 1. 6

34.6

61.5

34.6

34.6

96.2

3~8

3.8

100.0

100.0

100 . 0
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Appendix Table 310

Condition

Frequency of cow co ndition during lactation

Frequency

Thin
Borderline

Percent

Valid
percent

707

707

707

2609

26o9

3406
10000

Hoderate

17

6504

6504

TOTAL

26

10000

10000

Appendix Table 320

Cum
percent

Frequency of range condition at breeding

Percent

va:1 id
percent

Cum
percent

Poor

2609

2609

2609

Fair

3406

3406

61.5
10000

Condition

Frequency

Good

10

3805

3805

TOTAL

26

10000

10000
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Append i x Table 33.

Frequency of range cond i tion during lactation

Condition

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cum
percent

Poor

4

15.4

15.4

15.4

Fair

17

65.4

65.4

80.8

19. 2

19. 2

100 .0

100.0

100.0

Good
TOTAL

Appendix Table 34.

26

Frequency of cow cond i tion at breeding

Condition

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cum
percent

Borderline

9

34.6

34.6

34.6

Moderate

17

65.4

65.4

100.0

TOTAL

26

100.0

100 .0

Appendix Table 35.

Frequency of cow co ndition at calving

Condition

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cum
percent

Border 1i ne

11

42 .3

42.3

42.3

t1oderate

15

57.7

57.7

100.0

TOTAL

26

100.0

100.0
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Appendix B
Survey Questionnaire
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Survey Questionnaire
The purpose of the following investigation is:
1) To determine the prevailing organization and operations of the

ranches located in the semi - desert range land s of southern Utah.
2) To identify the factors affecting range beef cattle productivity.
3) To bring out suggestions that may secure greater effic i ency in
production and improve the financial standing of the ranches in
the area.
All information received will be confide nti al and used only to
characterize cow-calf operations.

I.

THE COW HERD

What is the s i ze of your cattle operatio n, i.e., how many cattle
in the follo1~ing categories do you usually handle in a typical year
(your estimate).
'
Mature cows and 2 year heif ers in the heTd on January 1.
---(Females that are exposed for breeding)
Replacement heifers 1 to 2 years, January 1.
saved from the herd
___ purchased
Bu 11s
II.
l.

BREEDING AND REPRODUCTION
Indicate the type of herd and breed type of cattle raised.
Type of herd:
Breed(s) {specify):
a.

Purebred

b.

Straightbred commercial
calves

c.

Crossbred commercia l ca l ves
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2.

d.

Purebred and straightbred

e.

Purebred and crossbred

f.

Straightbred and crossbred

g.

Purebred, straightbred
and crossbred

Indicate number of females exposed for breeding:
Cows
Heifers

3.

Age of replacement heifers at beginning of their first breeding
season:
months .

4.

Indicate number of heifers:
Reaching target weight by start of breeding season {specify target
weight)
(target weight)
Bred to a bull selected for calving ease {specify sire breed)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (sire breed)

5.

Number of cows per bull in a normal breeding season

6.

Indicate number of days bulls ran with the cow herd:
a)

60 days _ __

d) 150 days _ __

7.

b)

90 days

c) 120 days

e) 180 days _ __

Indicate number of femal es calving by month:
Cows
Jan.

July

Feb.

Aug.

11arch

Sept.

Apri 1

Oct.

May

Nov.

June

Dec.

f) year round
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8.

Number of ca l ves bor n alive (24 hours after birth):
Cows
Heifers

9.

----

Indi cate number of f emales given assistance (obstetr i cal) when
calving:
Cows
Heifers - - - --

10. Usu al month(s) of w e a n i n g : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11. Number of ca l ves weaned:
12. Average weaning weight of ca lves ( lb s):
Steers
Heifers _____
NUTRITION AND

I I I.
1.

I~ANAGEMENT

What i s the body co ndition of the co ws and heifer s '(check):
a)

At calvi ng :
Thin
Border li ne
Moderate
Good

b)

At the start of breeding:
Thin
Border l ine
Moderate
Good

c)

During lactation
Thin
Border l ine
Moderate
Good
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2.

Indicate the ran ge co ndition throughout:
a)

Breeding
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent

b)

Lactat ion
Poor
Fair
Good
Exc e llent

3.

Supplemental feeding :

# of head

Livestock c lass

Period of
feeding

Type of
Supplement

Pound
Fed/day

4.

Indicate proportion of bulls fertility te sted on a yearly basis
prior to breeding season: _ _ _ _ _ __

5.

Do you pregnancy test:

6.

Indicate number of cows cu lled:

yes

no

a) Because of age
b) For cow disease
c) For being open
d) For being late calvers
e) For poor production (based
on peformance records)
IV.

DEATH LOSSES

1.

Cow death loss per year ____ %

2.

Replacement heifer death loss ____ %

3.

Number of cows and heifers that aborted _ _ __
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4.

5.

Number of calves that died 24 hour s after birth from:
Cows

(specify cause) : - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

Heifers ____

(specify cause): - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Number of ca l ves that died between birth and one mo nth of age:
(spec ify causes):

6.

Number of calves that died between one month of age and weaning:
(specify causes):

V.

LAND USE AND FORAGE SOURCES *

1.

Federal and state grazing permits (authorized use):
# of head

2.

% Fed/State

AUMS

Livestock class

Period of use

AUMS

Period of use

AUMS

Period of use

AUMS

Owned rangeland and pasture:
# of head

4.

Period of use

Leased private range and pasture:
# of head

3.

Live stock class

Livestock class

Cropland
Stubble grazing:
# of head

Livestock class

*Questionnaire adapted from Livesto ck -Producer Worksheet Cattle
Enterprise, A. Torrell (1983) .
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5.

Cash operating expenses:
Total for herd
a) Labor hired
b) Feed and grazing fees
c) Veterinary and medicine
d) Repairs (building, machinery,
equipment and improvements)
e) Fuel and irrigation water
f) Marketing
g) Brand inspection
h) Livestock purchase (bull)
i) Uti 1it i es

j) Custom machine operation
k) Accounting
1) Taxes
m) Insurance
n) Seed and fertilization
o) Other
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List of Abbreviations
CDRB

Ca lf death rate at birth

HR

Rep l acement rate

RCBR

Range co ndition at breed i ng

CBR

Cow :bull ratio

ARPBR

Age of rep l acement heifer at first breeding

CCALV

Cow condition at ca lvin g

CLRW

Ca lf loss rate at weaning

COATE

Calving date

AS LEV

Ass i stance l eve l of cows at ca l vi ng

WE AGE

Weaning age

HERDSIZE

Herd siz e

HERDTY PE

Herd type
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